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1.	Introduction

One year after closing Noorderplantsoen to cars, which was decided through the referendum in October 19941, the municipality of Groningen set about another new attempt in traffic planning, again as part of the so-called "administrative renewal"2. It tried to make a traffic plan through an "open planning process3", with the expectation that such a process would lead to "broad public support" for the plan. This process took about one and a half years until the municipal council approved its final product, The Accessible City Livable4, in May 1997, and was regarded as an "unique example of participation" in those days in the Netherlands, because of the "relatively distant horizon" with its target year of 2010, the "large scale", dealing with the whole city area, and "a great number of people involved"5 in the process.

This paper will examine this process in terms of 1) what kind of opportunities for participation were provided, 2) what kind of results emerged from these opportunities, 3) how the political executive (B&W) used these results, 4) what kind of plans it made, 5) whether the public had changed their views on traffic through this process, and 6) whether this process had brought about broad public support for its final product, as intended. While the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management6 (1998) published a report evaluating this process, Seip and Van Vliet (1998) and Hansen (2001) conducted case studies on this. However, these studies hardly examine 2), 3) and 4). Necessarily being unable to verify 5) and 6) sufficiently, they evaluate this process as a whole positively, and put forward lessons or concrete measures to improve an open planning process. This paper will precisely examine 2), 3) and 4), and re-evaluate 5) and 6), hoping that this would help to reconsider the effectiveness of an open planning process itself. Materials used are mainly planning documents, various reports and notices published by the municipality during this process, the local newspapers, Nieuwsblad van het Noorden and Groninger Gezinsbode, and the minutes of the municipal council.











Figure 2:   The city of Groningen





On September 12th, 1995, wethouder Pieters-Stam published the Starting Memorandum "for the approach to updating traffic policy"7, which announced the start of a traffic planning process for the whole city area. The existing traffic plan, Plan Groningen Node of Traffic and Transport8, had been approved by the municipal council in 1991. The memorandum explains the necessity to renew this so quickly, referring to the structure plan, The City of Tomorrow: Groningen in 20059, which was being prepared. "Car traffic keeps on increasing and traffic problems emerge here and there", it says, and "concentrating car traffic on main arteries reaches its limits". Also with regard to residential streets, "some neighbourhood opening roads increasingly function as main routes in terms of intensity", and, as a result, "more and more neighbourhoods ask for preventing through traffic". In addition, it is expected that car traffic will increase further in the future, "as a result of autonomous development, but also as a result of the implementation of The City of Tomorrow". The draft of the structure plan, which was published in November 1994, predicted that the population of Groningen would increase from about 170,000 in 1994 to about 180,000 in 2005. To accommodate this increase in population, it plans to build about 7,000 houses from 1995 to 2005, and also sets aside about 100 ha of industrial areas, in addition to existing 40 ha. As a result of these developments, even "if we are regionally dedicated to the most mobility-limiting scenario"10, the draft estimates an increase in travelling distance by car at 40 % in 2010. Therefore, the memorandum argues, "given this development, it is necessary to update the traffic policy in order to keep the city accessible and livable also in the future". It successively emphasises that the new traffic plan has to ensure accessibility by car to the city from the region:
In doing this, it is important that measures must match possibilities. Many people in this region have turned to cars when they want to come to the city. The policy must take this into account. Groningen, as an urban node and centre of the north, must be well accessible also by car.

The Gezinsbode, which had consistently insisted on the importance of accessibility by car, reported this part as "new development"11.

2.2	The open planning process
And the memorandum states that this updating is carried out through the "open planning process". "It is important that the traffic policy can rest on broad support in society", and "We, therefore, want to closely involve various groups of those concerned in updating the policy from the beginning", it says. As the reason for taking such a process, Pieters-Stam mentioned the fact that municipal traffic policies had repeatedly incurred citizens' displeasure since the VCP:
Current wethouder of traffic, Joan Pieters-Stam, says that the first displeasure among parts of the public also emerged in response to the VCP of 1977.
"There have been quite a lot of complaints in the city, actually already since the VCP of 1977", says Joan Pieters.12

The "ignition point"13 for the B&W was the referendum that was held over the closure of Noorderplantsoen on October 5th, 1994. 51% of voters were for the closure, 49% were against it, and, by this narrow margin, it was decided to close the park to cars definitively. The B&W, however, derived another conclusion from this result. That is, "many people voted against from dissatisfaction with the whole traffic policy of the municipality"14. "We have found that we must return to the public"15, said Pieters-Stam.

The B&W reasoned that this public displeasure had been provoked by the one-sided manner of making plans:
The traffic plans that have been made for the city in the past have characterised themselves by the always strong and sometimes one-sided control by the municipality. (…) Also through the manner in which the discussions were conducted, the content is not equally understood by everyone.16

So, this time, it had chosen to take a "different approach" to obtain "as broad support as possible under the public":
We wanted to take a different approach this time. We mostly present a standpoint, everyone can react and the municipal council subsequently takes a decision. Now, people are involved from the very beginning. Because we want as broad support as possible under the public for our new policy.17

The government has been firm for years in formulating problems for itself and proposing solutions. In the discussion over the traffic policy, we intentionally make a step further. We do not want to ask for opinions about an already existing plan, but make a plan together with those whom it concerns.18

In addition, the B&W expected citizens themselves to learn through an open planning process. It intended to "foster more understanding among the public and interest groups about the limits to the latitude in a traffic policy and about each others' standpoints"19. For this purpose, "every participant must be challenged as much as possible to think together beyond their own boundaries", and, that is why, "we want to let representatives of businesspeople's, residents' and environmental organisations, independent experts, the provincial and national governments think together in an open planning process", says the memorandum. Pieters-Stam expressed her "conviction":
If you take others seriously - and we do this in this discussion -, understanding about others' interests also follows. Finally we can talk together.20

Therefore, it was the main objective of this planning to obtain broad public support through the open planning process, integrating public opinion from the beginning on one hand and changing public sentiment and attitude on the other.

However, the memorandum does not specify at all in which stages and how the public can participate. It just presents a broad flow of the whole planning process, which consists of three "phases". Phase 1 would "establish problems to be solved and criteria to test" alternatives. Phase 2 would choose a "limited number of scenarios" and "work out" them. Finally in Phase 3, the B&W would select the "preferred model" from among those worked out scenarios, and the municipal council would make a decision based on these alternatives. The decision by the municipal council is scheduled for October 1996.

The B&W assumed that "independence is important in an open planning process", and "any semblance of premature municipal interference was avoided"21. As a result, a different planning organisation was introduced than an usual one, in which the municipal Department of Urban Planning had prepared plans under the direction of the B&W, particularly the responsible wethouder. Ben Boersma was invited as project leader from outside the municipality, while the IPP in Amsterdam was commissioned "to lead the participation and communication process"22. In addition, "even if Groningen itself has sufficient expertise at hand", technical assistance "was contracted out to an engineering bureau"23, Heidemij Advies. As "intermediary and contact person" between these external agents and the municipality, Laurens Huis in 't Veld was appointed, "who was employed by the municipality as policy adviser for traffic a few months after the start of the process"24. These four agents, that is, Ben Boersma, the IPP, Heidemij Advies and Laurens Huis in 't Veld constituted the "project leadership" or "core group" of the project.






3.1	Bus lanes should be abolished
Immediately after the Starting Memorandum was published, the local newspaper carried opinions about a new traffic plan expressed by representatives of the business organisations.

In the Nieuwsblad dated September 13th, Theo Venema, the chairman of the GCC, which was joined by almost all the shopping street organisations in the inner city, demands to abolish bus lanes that had been introduced to facilitate public transport:
As long as there is no solution to the southern ring road, which is increasingly silted up, and roads in the inner city get chocked up with great frequency, the municipality must again open some bus lanes for normal traffic.

He particularly insists on erasing bus lanes on Paterswoldseweg and Hereweg, which had been realised from 1992 to 1993. Both roads were substantial approach routes by car to the inner city.

In the Nieuwsblad dated September 21st, the chairman of the MKB, A.M.J. Vogd, also urges the municipality to "paint away bus lanes" without delay:
You see traffic jammed everywhere, and you still have the nice broad bus lanes, where a bus runs sporadically. (…) In addition, there is frequently almost no one sitting in the busses. That's painful. If the municipality wants to wait for a definitive policy, then temporary measures must now be taken to remove difficulties.

In those days in the inner city, based on the plan Inner City Better25, which was approved by the municipal council in March 1993, the pedestrian area was being expanded, accompanied by huge refurbishment work, changing the pavement, replacing street furniture and so on. In 1994, the Federation 8+26 (predecessor of the GCC), the KNOV and NCOV (later united into the MKB) and the municipality had reached an agreement to build five parking garages within and along Diepenring, that is, on Ossenmarkt, Boterdiep, Damsterdiep, Gedempte Zuiderdiep and Westerhaven. This agreement also stipulated that businesspeople of the inner city should contribute 10 million guilders for ten years to the construction cost. The municipal council on July 6th, 1995, approved a proposal to accept this contribution through sales tax and the motion made by the VVD that these garages should bring about a net increase of "at least 1,600" parking spaces in the inner city, while the GroenLinks, GPV and SP opposed both. Referring to these projects in the pipeline, Vogd stresses the urgency to ensure accessibility by car to the inner city:
We have five parking garages, we have a beautiful yellow stone pavement, we have an excellent inner city, but we have one big problem: we cannot come here.

Part of shopkeepers had a strong objection to the above contribution, which resulted in forming the GOB, apart from the GCC. At the municipal council committee that discussed the Starting Memorandum, the GOB also pressed for "realising sufficient approach routes to the inner city"27 and abolishing bus lanes. Moreover it insisted that the VCP should also be arguable during the Things May Change.

So, various views responding to the Starting Memorandum were reported one after another, which asked for securing accessibility by car to the inner city. However, once public participation actually started, it had become clear that the vast majority of opinions rather asked for restraining car traffic on one hand and facilitating public transport and bicycles on the other.

3.2	The starting meeting
The Things May Change publicly started with the starting meeting on November 7th, 1995. Two hundreds of citizens gathered in the hall of the Department of Urban Planning and Economic Affairs28, which was temporarily remodeled into a "living room of the family Ouwerflat". After the Heidemij Advies presented the current and future traffic situation of Groningen and the IPP explained the process, the meeting entered into the "traffic festival". In this session, first, representatives of the GCC, the municipal bus company GVB and the ROVER respectively presented their proposals concerning traffic. Venema of the GCC put forward an idea of opening bus lanes over a few hundred metres around three intersections for normal cars turning right. A rather modest idea, considering his previous statement. The GVB proposed issuing a special bus ticket, "guilder strip", which would enable customers to go to the inner city at one guilder by bus on Saturday and the day for late night shopping, that is, Thursday. The ROVER's idea was to place bicycle stands next to bus stops on Emmaplein. Subsequently, 45 "city advisers", who were chosen at random from among participants, examined these three proposals. After receiving comments from "experts and politicians", they selected the idea proposed by the GVB and recommended the B&W to implement it. Mayor Ouwerkerk, wethouder Pieters-Stam and wethouder of urban planning Willem Smink (PvdA) attended the meeting. However, the B&W did not adopt this recommendation as it was, although the objective of this meeting was to "show residents that something is really done with their advice"29. Those three of the B&W "promised that they adopted all three ideas", and "ended the role play with the announcement that they would try to realise all three plans"30. In fact, although experimentally, these three ideas were later turned into reality.

At this meeting, participants received the first number of the information bulletin, Things May Change, which was edited by the IPP. At the end of this bulletin, a "TICKET" was attached, with which people could apply to "keep informed of the discussion over the traffic policy". 1,900 people in total returned this ticket.

3.3	The poll
The starting meeting was quickly followed by a large-scale poll concerning traffic among residents of the city of Groningen and the region, that is, surrounding towns and villages. This poll consisted of the questionnaire and telephone interview. The city and regional editions of Gezinsbode dated November 15th carried a full-page questionnaire, which included 44 questions. The deadline to respond was put a week later, on November 22nd. The telephone interview, with almost the same questions as the questionnaire, was conducted among residents of the city of Groningen for six nights from November 13th to 23rd. To "make the callers (…) once again aware of their own and others' standpoints"31, the interview was carried out by councillors of all the political parties, civil servants of the Department of Urban Planning and Economic Affairs and representatives of business organisations, such as the GCC, GOB and MKB, citizens' organisations, such as the ENFB, and residents' organisations. The interviewers were in total 72.

3.3.1	Results
The questionnaire was responded by 4,809 "citizens", that is, those who lived in the city of Groningen, and 841 "suburbanites", who lived in the region. To the telephone interview, among 870 citizens chosen at random, 660 actually gave answers. On December 11th, Pieters-Stam presented the results of this poll, which clearly showed what the majority of the citizens of Groningen wanted concerning traffic, as we can see in the following.

With regard to "Accessibility of the city of Groningen", to Question 7 ("How important do you find it that the city is well accessible by public transport?), 87 % in the telephone interview and 78 % of citizens in the questionnaire answered "very important". On the other hand, to Question 9 ("Do you think that extra roads must be built for accessibility of the city?"), 30 % answered "yes" and 59 % answered "no" in the interview, while 33 % and 58 % of citizens respectively in the questionnaire. So, the clear majority of citizens rejected the construction of new roads.

With regard to "The use of cars in the inner city", to Question 13 ("To what extent do you think the inner city must be penetrable32 for cars?"), only 17 % in the interview and 19 % of citizens in the questionnaire answered "freely penetrable". The overwhelming majority wished some measures to be taken against car traffic in the inner city. Confirming this conclusion is Question 16 ("Only the most necessary traffic, such as visiting offices and supplying shops, can enter the inner city by car). 50 % answered "good idea" and 26 % "reasonable idea" in the interview, while 35 % and 26 % of citizens respectively in the questionnaire. In the interview, only those who answered "limitedly penetrable" to Question 13, 66 %, were asked about this question. So, those who answered "good idea" or "reasonable idea" were actually 50 % of the total interviewees. However, those who answered "not penetrable" to Question 13 were 16 % in the interview, who must mostly agree with the statement of Question 16. Although the examples of the "most necessary traffic" did not include shopping, this statement was supported by the clear majority.

Citizens wanted to restrain car traffic not only within the inner city but also in the city as a whole. To Question 15 ("Visitors who come from outside the city are encouraged to park their cars on the outskirts of the city and subsequently to go to the inner city by bus or bicycle."), 72 % in the interview and 58 % of citizens in the questionnaire answered "good idea", while only 12 % and 18% respectively answered "poor idea". Again in the interview, only those who answered "limitedly penetrable" to Question 13 were asked about this question. So, actually 48 % of the total interviewees answered "good idea". However, again, those who answered "not penetrable" to Question 13 would mostly agree with the statement of Question 15. Therefore, whether suburbanites came to the inner city for work or shopping, the clear majority of citizens thought that they should come to the inner city by bus or bicycle.

With regard to "Positions on traffic", to Question 20 ("In place of taking measures for more car traffic, the municipality must ensure that car traffic does not increase further"), 61 % answered "agree" in the interview, and 43 % and 18 % of citizens answered "completely agree" and "somewhat agree" respectively in the questionnaire. Conforming with the result of Question 9, the clear majority of citizens had an objection to further construction of infrastructure for cars. To Question 27 ("The municipality of Groningen must give priority to bicycles in the traffic policy, even if this is at the expense of cars"), 62 % answered "agree" and 28 % "disagree" in the interview, while 40 % of citizens answered "completely agree", 21 % "somewhat agree", 9 % "somewhat disagree" and 22 % "completely disagree" in the questionnaire. Again the clear majority opted for bicycles at the expense of cars. To Question 28 ("The municipality of Groningen must give priority to busses in the traffic policy, even if this is at the expense of cars), 64 % answered "agree" and 27 % "disagree" in the interview, while 37 % of citizens answered "completely agree", 22 % "somewhat agree", 10 % "somewhat disagree" and 23 % "completely disagree" in the questionnaire. So, it is evident that the demand to abolish bus lanes was shared rather by the minority.

It could be concluded from the above results that the apparent majority of responding citizens wanted to restrain car traffic and facilities for it, and facilitate the use of public transport and bicycles. On the other hand, there were some results indicating, at first glance, that citizens also wanted facilities for cars. For example, to Question 6 ("Do you think that there is traffic congestion in or around the city of Groningen?"), 56 % in the interview and 63 % of citizens in the questionnaire answered "yes, and I experience this as a problem for the city". However, according to the results of Question 9 and 20, many of them did not want to solve this problem through providing new infrastructure for cars. To Question 8 ("How important do you find it that the city is well accessible by car"?), 59 % in the interview and 48 % of citizens in the questionnaire answered "very important". However, again, many of them did not want to achieve this with new roads or parking garages. It might be more reasonable for them to improve the flow of car traffic through reducing car traffic itself. To Question 34 ("Would you like to live in a car-free neighbourhood, where residents cannot come to the front doors by car?"), 73 % in the interview and 65 % of citizens in the questionnaire answered "no". This question is not about a much more common car-limited neighbourhood, where residents can come to the front doors by car, but do not have their parking spaces there. There was not and is still not such a neighbourhood in Groningen as mentioned in this question.

The respondents to the interview and questionnaire belonged to disproportionately many families with cars. 56% of the whole families of the city of Groningen owned cars, while 62 % of the families of interviewees and 68 % of the families of respondents to the questionnaire owned cars. Those from families with cars could take a more sympathetic attitude toward cars than those from families without cars. But the results of this poll still shows that the clear majority chose public transport and bicycles, even at the expense of cars. The "anti-car" policy turned out not to be the "dogma of the PvdA", as labelled by the business organisations, but to be a policy based on "broad public support", which the Things May Change strived for.

As a matter of course, answers from the suburbanites revealed a more car-oriented attitude. For example, to Question 9 ("Do you think that extra roads must be built for accessibility of the city?"), 46 % answered "yes" and the same 46% answered "no". To Question 11 ("Do you think that the city of Groningen can demolish houses for accessibility of the city?"), 53 % answered "yes" and 33 % "no". However, among these respondents, as many as 92 % belonged to families with cars. So, possibly, those who came to the city usually by car, experiencing inconvenience, especially responded to express their smoldering discontent. The results hardly reflected opinions of those in the region who came to the city by public transport, or did not come for lack of convenient public transport. Moreover, when the municipality of Groningen makes a traffic plan for the city, it should not treat equally opinions of those who just go through the city to reach the inner city and opinions of the citizens of Groningen. That is why, the most important conclusion that should be derived from the results of this poll was, as mentioned earlier, that the evident majority of citizens wanted to restrain car traffic and its facilities, and facilitate public transport and bicycles.

3.3.2	Interpretation
However, the local newspapers and B&W interpreted these results in an utterly different manner.

The Nieuwsblad dated December 11th, the day when the results were presented, carried an article with a headline "Customer finds the city insufficiently accessible". Heavily relying on answers from the region, this article reports as if the results of the poll had proved the necessity to improve accessibility by car to the inner city:
Customers in the wide surrounding area of Groningen experience accessibility of the city as such a huge problem that they regularly go shopping elsewhere. The shopping public also complain in unison about the poor parking facilities in the city. Both citizens and regional customers (more than 60 percent) say that they have difficulty in finding parking spaces. In addition, remarkably many regional customers find that the facilities for cars have gotten worse in the past years. That is clear from a poll that was conducted by commission from the municipality of Groningen among residents of the city and surrounding municipalities in the past weeks.

The questionnaire included a question only for suburbanites, "Some find the city insufficiently accessible. Is this sometimes the reason to go shopping elsewhere than in Groningen?", and 63 % answered "yes". And to the question, "When you go to the inner city by car, do you experience it as a problem to find a parking space?", 63 % of suburbanites answered "yes". However, the phrase "Both citizens and" in the article does not tell the fact accurately. Indeed, 64 % in the telephone interview answered "yes", but only those interviewees whose families owned cars were asked about this question. So, actually 40 % of the total interviewees answered "yes". In the questionnaire, 44 % of citizens answered "yes", while as many as 36 % of citizens answered that they "never go to the inner city by car".

The Gezinsbode also dated December 11th ran an article about this poll. It carries a headline, "Accessibility of City is important, but not at the cost of green and houses", and argues that "this is, in a nutshell, the result of the traffic poll". Subsequently, through presenting opinions of citizens and suburbanites side by side, this article stresses that there are differences of opinion between them:
Citizens, in the majority, find it a good idea to admit only necessary car traffic (that is, only visitors to offices and businesses) into the inner city. On the contrary, the most of suburbanites find this a poor idea. Citizens, in the majority, also find that the municipality must take measures to restrain car traffic, while people from the province do not agree with this. Whereas citizens welcome the idea of building transferia on the outskirts of the city, where motorists can park their vehicles to go to the centre by bus, suburbanites seem to be sceptical about it.

The Gezinsbode dated December 15th also ran an editorial about this poll. Again referring to the differences of opinion between citizens and suburbanites, this editorial argues that the poll could not show a clear tendency of public opinion:
The large-scale traffic poll, which was conducted by commission from the municipality of Groningen, has provided no simple answer to the question what kind of traffic policy must now be adopted. (…) Another aspect of the poll is that everyone can cite it. Proponents of further car-limiting measures will now point out that "many citizens attach much value to the environment" and that they therefore are justified. Opponents of such measures will point out that "the customer from the region finds that the city is hardly accessible" and that they therefore are likewise justified.

On the other hand, according to the editorial, the results of the poll revealed that "The environment is important particularly for citizens, but good accessibility of the inner city for motorists is also very important for them". In fact, the poll did include a question about accessibility by car of the city as a whole or penetrability by car of the inner city, but not include a question about accessibility by car of the inner city. The editorial, after all, professes that "We have expressed our scepticism about the 'administrative renewal' in this paper", and that "our motto" is "Government: governs!", urging Pieters-Stam to exercise initiative:
The wethouder of economic affaires cannot also escape from her further struggling with the problem of accessibility of the inner city. If she ends this struggle quickly, then she can come up with measures and submit them to the municipal council for examination. Preferably as quickly as possible.

Pieters-Stam, just after the poll had been conducted, expressed her impression about the results that "the questioned citizens have a fairly balanced view on the traffic problem"33. However, even after the results were officially published, she did not deepen her understanding about the results any further. When she presented the results on December 11th, she described the poll as a "terrifically good result", based on the fact that many citizens and particularly many suburbanites responded. "It is obvious that traffic is a lively issue"34, she said. Concerning concrete results, however, "Her conclusion" was just "that many residents of Groningen and surroundings struggle with the traffic problem just as residents of the region"35. Based on these statements by Pieters-Stam, the above editorial in the Gezinsbode argues that its understanding that "the traffic poll has provided no crystal-clear answer" was "endorsed by the initiator of the poll, wethouder of economic affairs Ms. J. Pieters-Stam (D66)".

3.3.3	The Things Can Better
Contrary to the expectation of the Gezinsbode, the results of this poll had afterwards been quoted exclusively by citizens' and residents' organisations and political parties that argued for restraining car traffic to justify their standpoints. For example, the GroenLinks published its "vision on the traffic policy", Things Can Better36, as early as December, immediately after the results of the poll were presented. In the introduction, the party argues that "According to the temporary conclusion that can be drawn from the traffic poll, it is obvious that the solution must be based on restraining the use of cars". In order to restrain car traffic, the party lists following "General objectives":
1. First of all, no new roads, no new parking garages. These indeed directly attract extra traffic. Congestion and lack of parking spaces can make motorists ripe to choose alternatives. In addition, the money can be better spent on other traffic facilities.
2. Exclusive lanes for environment-friendly transport. A dense network of bus lanes and exclusive bike paths, priority over car traffic and rapid flow at traffic lights are the most important ingredients for this.
3. Restraining urban car traffic through the car-free inner city and car-limited (30 km/h) residential neighbourhoods, and confining inter-neighbourhood traffic to the ring roads. (…)
4. Limited and pay parking possibilities for car traffic from the region within the ring roads, and realising park-and-ride facilities along the ring roads, where people can transfer to rapid public transport in the urban area.
(…)

Among proposed concrete measures is included an idea of applying the principle of the VCP to the neighbourhoods around the inner city, in response to the "increasing traffic pressure" there. According to this idea, the area between the ring roads and the inner city should be divided into three sectors with boundaries of Reitdiep, Oosterhamrikkanaal and Noord Willemskanaal, so that motorists have to move between these sectors via the ring roads.

3.4	Round-table talks
The questionnaire carried in the Gezinsbode asked at the end whether respondents wanted to participate in the "round-table talks", where the results of this questionnaire were to be discussed. These talks were arranged on December 11th and 12th, with the same agenda for different participants. 600 in total applied for these talks, among whom 300 actually came forward. According to the agenda, after the results of the poll being presented, participants would be divided into small groups of about ten, where participants discuss "What you think about the result of the poll, and what you think we must do further", and finally the whole participants share the results of the small group session.

The Gezinsbode dated December 13th reports the round-table talk held on December 11th. According to this, the talk was attended by 200 citizens, who were divided into 16 small groups and discussed "eagerly under the chairmanship of councillors, civil servants and staff members" of the IPP. Judging from the following conclusion on this talk, it seems as if conflicting opinions about cars had been put forward almost evenly:
Traffic is a lively issue in Groningen. Everyone has an opinion about it. And many of those opinions are completely contradictory: one wants to pamper motorists at the cost of public transport, the other wants precisely the opposite.

However, as to each discussion conducted in the small group, this article only mentions the "small group number 16", which reached a conclusion that "Make public transport and bicycles more attractive. Then naturally less cars come in the city". For the rest, it just lists opinions, without mentioning which opinions originate from which groups:
At the end of the evening, large sheets of paper with all the solutions for the traffic problem were hanged on the wall: no parking garages in the inner city, more parking garages in the inner city, only parking on the outskirts of the city, scraping the sector boundaries, removing traffic lights or making them more flexible, better signposting, expanding the park-and-ride facilities, more bus lanes, smaller busses and metro lines from East to West and North to South, gearing regional and urban transport better to one another and equality of rights between cars and cyclists.

From this list of opinions, it is impossible to read what kind of opinions were actually put forward to what extent. On the other hand, the IPP published the "Inventory of Solutions", which summarises results of both round-table talks. This was intended to be used as a material for the next opportunity for participation, "working groups". However, this classifies opinions erasing the framework of each small group. So, we again cannot see the tendency of opinions expressed during the talks. The following are opinions that the inventory classifies as related to "PARKING":
- parking mainly on the outskirts of the city
- parking on the outskirts of the city and then riding busses further
- small shuttle busses from the outskirts of the city to the inner city
- regulating transport of goods of the inner city dependent on cars
- the number of shops declines; creating more parking opportunities
- more parking garages along Diepenring
- no parking garages in the inner city
- pay parking in the inner city and along Diepenring
- if the five parking garages open on the outskirts of the inner city, then making the centre car-free
- a large parking garage, also for the German, who now occupy parking spaces for citizens
- using private car parks of businesses and institutions (University, Gasunie) for park-and-ride traffic weekends
- introducing parking disks again
- removing all the parking metres; parking garages were wrongly placed
- using the yard at the station
- studying parking policy of other cities

In fact, the B&W seems not to have learned a specific tendency from these talks. According to the above article in the Gezinsbode, Pieters-Stam "grinned from ear to ear", saying that "The turnout is amazingly high. It is fantastic that so many people want to think together". This turned out to be the only remark by the B&W about these talks.

3.5	Working groups
However, published materials clearly show that, in the subsequent participation, working groups, which had been conducted from January to February 1996, opinions calling for restraining car traffic were dominant, as in the poll. At the end of each of the round-table talks, an application form for these working groups was handed out. This form informs that "In the coming months (January and February), three sorts of working groups will engage themselves in investigating solutions for traffic problems of the city", and lists the following possible working groups:
1. Possible themes (thema's) for working groups (theme groups):
1. Accessibility of the city of Groningen (t1)
2. Penetrability of the inner city (t2)
3. Alternatives to cars (t3)
4. Effects of the growth of the city on traffic (t4)




2. Possible user (gebruiker) groups:
1. Commuters (g1)
2. Students/ pupils (g2)






3. Area (Stadsdeel) groups (discussion groups at the neighbourhood level)

Those wishing to participate could fill in the name of the working group to which they wanted to be assigned. Based on this application, participants were assigned to each working group, which consisted of 5 to 15 participants. Some participants asked to assign them to different groups than were at first assigned, and these requests were accepted. As a result, because there were many who wanted to work in t2, this group was split into two (t2a and t2b). To theme groups was added a working group "Traffic lights" (t6), and to user groups were added working groups "Public transport"(g6), "Cyclists/ pedestrians"(g7) and "Industry/ businesses"(g8). For area groups, four working groups were formed, that is, "South"(s1), "Noorddijk/ East"(s2), "North/ West"(s3) and "Inner city"(s4). So, 19 working groups in total were set up. In addition, t4 was to investigate effects not only on traffic but also on the environment. The IPP explained the objective of this participation as follows, relating to the preceding participation:
The results of the poll and the inventory of solutions form, as it were, clay and water, from which building bricks must be made. It is, as it were, the task of the working group to bake these building bricks.

According to the schedule, each working group should meet three times. In terms of the title of each group, "first, problems are identified", then "an inventory of causes is made", and finally "solutions are discussed". Each group was to be chaired by those "mostly active in youth organisations or University of Groningen"37.





Good signposting for parking has absolute priority. The municipality must not economise on this.
The inter-neighbourhood connections must be again examined so that the pressure on the main route decreases.
(…)
The southern ring road fulfils two functions. (…) The ring road function must be accommodated on the ground level, and through traffic above it.
(…)
Facilitating the flow of traffic on Diepenring through 2 sectors in place of 4. (…)
Building parking garages on the outskirts of the city, that is, along Diepenring, and one in the centre for quality shops.
(…)
policy
"Accessibility" means for businesspeople: reaching a destination, dependent on the objective of the visit, as quickly as possible in an as short manner as possible.
Keeping short-time parking on streets of the city.
To make up for the lagging situation where Groningen falls, the flow of traffic must be optimised for economic traffic (cars to the city) in the short term. First of all, less emphasis must be placed on public transport.
(…)

The "city" in the above quotation should be interpreted as the "inner city". Concerning roads, this group demands to transform the southern ring road into a two-level road, and to streamline four sectors of the VCP into two sectors to improve the flow of traffic on Diepenring. As to the approach routes to the inner city, it calls for "less emphasis" on public transport there in order to facilitate "economic traffic". This must mean to abolish bus lanes and priority traffic lights for busses, both of which had earned the enmity of the business community. In addition, to ease the pressure on these main routes, the group asks to examine if the "inter-neighbourhood connections" can also carry out the main route function. Concerning parking spaces, it demands to build parking garages not only along Diepenring but also in the middle of the inner city. The latter probably means the parking garage under Grote Markt. This garage constituted an essential part of a redevelopment project on the northern side of Grote Markt, which had been commanding public attention since the end of 1994. The financier and land owners concerned with this project had made it a condition for joining the project that the municipality should realise this garage. When the business organisations agreed with the municipality to contribute to the cost of the five parking garages, they also made it a condition for this contribution that the municipality should investigate this garage under Grote Markt. On the other hand, this working group urges the municipality to keep on-street parking spaces for customers, which were being reduced based on the project Inner City Better.

Besides g8, t2a and g5 also asked for facilities for cars. Shopkeepers of the inner city must have been assigned to the former working group, while carriers must have been dominant in the latter.
t2a (Penetrability of the inner city)
infrastructure
Creating parking opportunities around the inner city (for example, on Cascade)
Equipping parking garages also with bicycle sheds.
A parking garage under Damsterdiep.
Clearer and more concrete signposting (particularly on asphalt itself).
(…)
mode/ vehicles
Orienting bus routes more toward transferia.
Improving dangerous crossings (…).
Introducing separate traffic lights for bicycles at more intersections.
Expanding and developing transferia further (…).




People must be more prepared to walk.
People are afraid of change; the government must not always be influenced by that.

role of the government and citizens




Abolishing bus lanes, but maintaining priority of busses at traffic lights.
Introducing a toll system on bridges to the inner city, where users to the inner city must pay.
(…)




The municipality must let the city distribution centre work better.
More and earlier communication to carriers when roads are broken up.
(…)

As can be seen in the above, although t2a asks for building parking garages, its demand for garages is rather modest in comparison with that of g8. In addition, judging from the remarks such as "People must be more prepared to work" and "Shopkeepers can provide customers with shopping trolleys (…)", this group does not necessarily insist that customers should be able to park their cars in front of shops. It does not mention the VCP. While g5 demands to abolish bus lanes, it clearly accepts priority traffic lights for busses. Moreover, it puts forward an idea of charging a toll for entering the inner city, a rather radical proposal to restrain car traffic.

The rest of working groups asked neither for additional parking garages nor for new arteries, and asked neither for abolishing bus lanes nor for streamlining the VCP. They called, in unison, for restraining car traffic and facilitating public transport and bicycles. Regarding the former, they referred to measures not only through traffic planning but also through comprehensive urban planning, while, for the latter, they pressed not only for park-and-ride facilities (transferia) but also for measures to drastically improve public transport as a whole. The following are solutions put forward by t1, t4, t5 and g6. As can be seen, despite its title "Accessibility of the city", t1 does not mention even the ring roads at all. This must be an intentional choice, judging from the fact that this group had reached a conclusion at the second meeting on "causes" that "The expansion of infrastructure invites more traffic".
t1 (Accessibility of the city)
infrastructure
More bicycle paths.
More opening roads for neighbourhoods.
Improving transferia for recreational traffic.








Keeping on stimulating the use of bicycles.
Charging a toll dependent on time.
(…)
Locating residential and employment areas in such a manner that the flow of traffic is minimised.
Excluding from the centre institutions that attract much traffic.
Studying a toll system.
(…)
Exercising pressure upon surrounding municipalities not to let current public transport deteriorate.
Stimulating to work at home.

role of the government and citizens
The municipality must provide commuting passes for employees.

t4 (Effects of the growth of the city on traffic and the environment)
infrastructure
(…)
Opening bus lanes to freight traffic.
More transferia and protected parking facilities.
Better Signposting.
Obligatory provision of bicycle sheds under (public) buildings.
Wider bicycle paths, separated from road ways.
Improving bicycle facilities.
(…)
More pedestrian/ car-limited areas also outside Diepenring.

mode/ vehicles
A better coordinated distribution system, with smaller lorries entering the inner city.
Rapid and reasonable public transport from transferia to various places in the city.
(…)




Bus stops no farther than 5 to 10-minute walk.




Bringing houses and workplaces closer to each other.
Raising the parking fee in the inner city.
Only short-time parking in the inner city.
Giving more priority to cyclists over other traffic.
More baggage spaces in busses and trains.
More fine-meshed and/or more frequent public transport network.

role of the government and citizens
Flexible working hours.

t5 (What must the municipality do, What can citizens themselves do?)
infrastructure
Limiting parking spaces at new businesses.
Restricting parking around the centre.
Maintaining and expanding bus lanes.
Building more bicycle routes.
Better adjusting traffic lights for cyclists.
Car parks on the outskirts of the city, from which people can travel to the inner city by bus.

mode/ vehicles
Facilitating the car on demand.
The quality of public transport must be better.
Improving the image of busses.

human behaviour




Enlarging the comfort of cyclists.
Stimulating carpooling.
Location policy for new businesses.
(…)
The national government should be able to force the municipality to work on restraining the use of cars.
Using parking garages in the city differently, for example for residents.
(…)
For example, the construction of more roads is a permanent solution for a problem that is limited to a few hours a day.

role of the government and citizens
(…)
The municipality must make disadvantages of cars more visible.
(…)




Regional traffic is absorbed by transferia.
Transferia must have an atmosphere like stations.
Tram facilities in the city.

mode/ vehicles
Regional traffic is absorbed by transferia, where travellers transfer to urban trams in place of busses in the city.
(…)
The network of lines is replaced by a cobweb with ring lines.
Frequency on ring lines must be high.




A permanent advisory organ of users of public transport should be established.
(…)







Phase 2 was to choose a "limited number of scenarios" and "work out" them, based on data obtained in Phase 1, and, according to the original idea put forward by the IPP, these scenarios themselves were to be chosen through participation. Facing the results of the working groups, however, the B&W and project leadership considered that "From the working groups came a great number of elements for solutions, loose elements that do not directly lead to some integral policy scenarios"39. What they had derived from Phase 1 after all was just an extremely general principle as an "gripping point for the newly formed policy", that is, "steering the development of mobility in relation to means of transport"40. That is why, "Without intervention, there would remain too many loose pieces", they thought, and "Therefore, members of the core group have distilled four simple scenarios from them"41. The scenarios that they had formulated are as follows:
Scenario 1: Trend ("spacious roads for cars")
This scenario is based on a trend-based development of mobility, which means that automobility will grow sharply, not only absolutely but also relatively seen. This trend-based development means a growth (in the period 1996 - 2010) of about 40 % in automobility.

Scenario 2: Selective use of cars ("cars only when it is necessary")
This scenario takes a first step to restrain the use of cars. It works on the selective use of cars. This means that it is examined, dependent on target groups, time and places, whether the conditions that motorists set can be met. In this scenario, automobility can grow by a maximum of 20 % in the period 1996 - 2010.

Scenario 3: Public transport and bicycles ("priority to public transport and bicycles")
This scenario works hard on developing alternatives to cars: public transport and bicycles. The growth in automobility must be limited to + 10 % in the period 1996 - 2010.

Scenario 4: The real alternative ("green light to rapid trams and other innovations")
This scenario works on and investigates all possible alternatives in order to curb the role of cars as much as possible. The growth in automobility should be limited to - 10 % in terms of 1996, absolutely seen.42

Subsequently, they organised four "ateliers"43 consisting of participants, and assigned one scenario to each atelier, requiring it to "work out a traffic and transport system that can realise the given assignment"44.

In fact, however, Phase 1 had very clearly revealed that the majority of citizens wanted to restrain car traffic. If results of participation should be respected, it is impossible or even ridiculous to work out Scenario 1, which allows "spacious roads for cars", and also Scenario 2, which takes only "a first step" to restrain car traffic. Indeed, afterwards, the municipal council committee "had difficulty in recognising the relation between the material produced in Phase 1 and the choice of the four scenarios"45. Furthermore, these scenarios were very unrealistic and wrong. As mentioned earlier, the draft of The City of Tomorrow, like Scenario 1, estimated an increase in travelling distance by car at 40 % during the same period. However, this was by no means the result of the "trend-based development", but the result, "if we are regionally dedicated to the most mobility-limiting scenario". That is why, "To restrain the use of cars as much as possible", the draft proposed a "multilateral policy", which included "improving public transport in the city and region", "stimulating parking on the outskirts of the city: park and bus"46 and so on. As long as this draft is correct, the assumption of Scenario 1 is utterly wrong. In addition, to achieve a 20 % increase in automobility, which is assumed in Scenario 2, it is absolutely insufficient just to take "a first step", and necessary to take extremely drastic measures to restrain car traffic. Those numbers such as + 10 % in Scenario 3 and - 10 % in Scenario 4 are simply impossible to achieve.

4.2	Ateliers
At the third (final) meeting of each working group in Phase 1, an application form was handed out for the ateliers. It included a notice that "The number of participants in the ateliers can not be unlimitedly large", and "If not all those interested can participate, we will invite representatives from as many working groups as possible". In fact, the IPP selected participants in the ateliers, "also based on everyone's contribution in the first phase", from those wishing to participate among participants in the working groups, representatives of the citizens' and business organisations, councillors and civil servants, so that it "realised an equal and balanced distribution of representatives of interest groups"47. In total, about 60 were selected, whose breakdown was members of "organised interest groups (40 %), employees of the planning institute and other experts (20 %), members of political parties (20 %) and others (20 %)"48.

These participants were divided into four ateliers, each of which consisted of around 15 participants, and were required to work out the above scenarios. When dividing the participants, however, "not pleasantly for everyone, participants were sometimes intentionally placed in a group that is uncomfortable for them"49. For example, a councillor of the GroenLinks and a representative of the Environmental Federation50 were assigned to the atelier dealing with Scenario 1 (Trend), while this atelier included neither a councillor of the VVD nor representatives of the business organisations. On the other hand, a representative of the KvK and a councillor of the VVD were assigned to the atelier dealing with Scenario 4 (The real alternative), while this atelier included neither a councillor of the GroenLinks nor representatives of the citizens' organisations in the field of the environment and traffic. The ateliers dealing with Scenario 2 and 3 included both representatives of the business organisations and those of the citizens' organisations. The reason for dividing participants in this manner was that "the discussion partners are forced to creep out from their own standpoints"51. So, the project leadership tried to widen the perspectives of participants, as intended at the beginning. In addition, it seems that the B&W and project leadership believed that a plan resulting from such a learning process was superior to a plan made through "sharpening" views among those like-minded:
When, for example, a convinced cyclist must also think about facilitating 40 % more use of cars, a different consideration of interests emerges than in the case where proponents of such a scenario sharpen their standpoint among themselves.52

Each atelier was supported by one or two staff members of the Department of Urban Planning or the Heidemij Advies, who were to offer professional advice. However, "They consciously kept some distance from the group process"53.

The first meeting of the ateliers was held on April 3rd, 1996. Here, "loud dissonance"54 came from among participants. This was, for one thing, related to the fact that they were assigned to the uncomfortable ateliers. As a result, councillor H. Groothuis (VVD), to whom Scenario 4 was assigned, had left the meeting, and a participant, who had worked in the working group g6 (Public transport) and was given Scenario 1 this time, also had left, saying that "As an user and advocate of public transport, I absolutely do not want to think about measures to make unrestrained car traffic possible"55. In addition, some expressed a complaint that the results of Phase 1 were not used. They had already "made complete plans within the working groups", and, therefore, "did not understand why they now had to start all over again"56. According to the project leadership, however, "After the initial starting problem, four scenarios were enthusiastically worked out"57. At the second to sixth meeting, each atelier examined a traffic plan that could fulfil the assigned scenario, and, at the seventh (final) plenary meeting on June 4th, it presented its final product, "direction of thought"58 to all the participants. On June 15th, representatives of the ateliers presented their directions of thought to about 200 citizens at the Grand Theatre next to Grote Markt. In addition, the Gezinsbode dated June 17th reported these "most important (interim) results of the open planning process"59 in two coloured full-pages. The content of each direction of thought is as follows60.

4.3	Directions of thought
4.3.1	Direction of Thought 1: Trend
Direction 1, consistent with its scenario's title "spacious roads for cars", proposes various measures to improve roads. Based on its "starting point" "that car traffic must be able to move smoothly throughout the city", first of all it argues for a "system of distribution rings", which consists of three concentric ring roads. First, the "outer ring (buitenring)" corresponds with the existing ring roads, whose all intersections should be two-level crossings. The municipality should examine a "green wave" of traffic lights there, and the "extra lane" on the southern ring road, which had suffered heavy congestion. Secondly, the "middle ring (middenring or binnenrondweg)" is necessary to "distribute traffic further, limit extra circuitous travel and limit traffic on the parking ring closer to the inner city". Although residents along this route, which had been called an "inner ring (binnenring)", had asked for keeping out through traffic for years, Direction 1 rather chooses to concentrate through traffic on this route, arguing for "widening it with results for houses (demolition!), if necessary and physically possible". Finally, the "inner ring (binnenring or parkeerverdeelring)" "gives a direct connection to parking facilities (garages) in and directly around the inner city". This ring is one-way traffic, and, as can be seen in Figure 3, goes through Noorderplantsoen, which had been closed to cars just before. In addition, business organisations had persistently demanded to improve the intersections of Europaweg, Sontweg and Damsterdiep, where congestion had been chronic. Direction 1 proposes making these intersections "two-level" or "this whole trace underground". Concerning bus lanes, "Fewer bus lanes can be sufficient" in the future, and existing bus lanes can be "used by car traffic, where necessary". On the other hand, Direction 1 proposes many new roads for the surrounding area in the city. It adopts not only "Euvelgunnetracé", which would connect the eastern ring road directly to A7, but also "Zuidtangent", which was being examined as the second southern ring road. It also argues for the extension of A7 toward Haren, a ring road on the west of Hoogkerk, a road running parallel to Damsterdiep and so on.


Figure 3:   Direction of Thought 1: Trend

However, while Direction 1 proposes thorough measures to make it easy for cars to move around at the expense of public transport, it puts forward a parking policy that rather facilitates the use of public transport. First of all, it states that the "starting point" is "realising the planned expansion of the parking capacity in and directly around the inner city (the number of parking spaces + 60 %)", that is, accepting the planned five parking garages. Subsequently, it argues that "three levels of parking should be distinguished", including these garages. First, on the outskirts of the city, transferia should be built. These are "long-time parking, a low fee, quickly accessible from regional approach routes, having rapid and frequent bus connections with the inner city and employment areas", and "effective in absorbing particularly commuter traffic". As a result, "the ring road gets more room to breathe and, therefore, the better flow of traffic", this direction says. Secondly, there should be "car parks with public transport" ("PO" in Figure 3) a little bit outside the parkeerverdeelring. These car parks are "a maximum of 4 hours, 1 guilder per hour, quickly accessible from the parkeerverdeelring, having rapid and frequent bus connections with the inner city (mini or city busses)". Judging from the maximum parking time, commuters are already excluded from these car parks. Finally, the innermost level should consist of "car parks in the inner city", including the planned five parking garages. A "very progressive fee" should be applied to these car parks, and as an example is shown "1 guilder for the first hour, 5 guilders for the second hour, etc.". So, even customers can not always use these parking facilities. Because of such a parking policy, those who actually do or can come to the inner city by car would be rather limited. Then, however, various measures mentioned to improve roads or those five parking garages would be obviously excessive.

Every atelier was required to list "Top 5 of measures that should be implemented first" at the end of its proposal. Top 5 of Direction 1 are as follows, although six measures are actually listed:
1. a new connection A7 - A28 - A7 (eastern part of Zuidtangent)
2. the parkeerverdeelring in combination with PO's (parking and public transport)
3. transferia
4. making the ring roads two-level
5. the binnenrondweg
6. making a part of Europaweg underground

While PO's and transferia are granted high priority, the planned five parking garages are not even included.

4.3.2	Direction of Thought 2: Selective use of cars
Direction 2 was to take "a first step" to restrain car traffic, but actually proposes rather thorough measures to restrain it. Concerning the inner city, this direction argues for making it not car-limited but car-free (autovrij). For this, "City Gates" are placed on Diepenring. Only residents of the inner city and the disabled should be given passes, with which they could go through these gates to the inside of the inner city by car. Freight traffic is allowed to enter the inner city out of business hours, according to this direction. Existing parking garages in the inner city should be converted to those only for "specific target groups, such as residents, the disabled and so on". Direction 2 seems to accept the planned five parking garages, except for that on Zuiderdiep, but "The inner city gets fewer parking spaces than in the current policy". It also proposes using the inner ring of Diepenring exclusively for public transport.

Also concerning the whole city area, Direction 2 assumes a clear position against car traffic. Entirely differently from Direction 1, it articulates a principle of "adding no new infrastructure" for car traffic, except for Euvelgunnetracé, while Zuidtangent is granted at most the "second favour". The "neighbourhood opening roads61" "must be used only as opening roads and not as through traffic roads". Congestion is "to a certain extent accepted", except on the ring roads and approach routes. In addition, as a measure to facilitate public transport, it argues for "more 30 km/h zones; to improve the relation of travelling time between public transport and cars". Particularly for the residential neighbourhoods around the inner city, it proposes a "large car-limited area".


Figure 4:   Direction of Thought 2: Selective use of cars

Concerning public transport itself, it stresses repeatedly the importance of transferia. "All commuter traffic and the recreational shopping public (long-time parking) from outside the city are absorbed here", and they are transported "to the most important destinations" with "good high-quality bus connections". While Direction 2 makes it a "Condition of the quality of transferia" to be able to reach the inner city "within ten minutes", their destinations are not limited to the inner city, resulting in the "crystal model". Transferia should also work as terminus for bicycle traffic. Therefore, Direction 2 argues for "protected bicycle sheds" at transferia and "high-quality bicycle connections (hoogwaardige fietsverbindingen)" from there, which should be "rapid, direct connections to the most important destinations", "preferably one-way (but wide enough for two persons to run side by side and to be overtaken) and "safe". There is "As little stop as possible for cyclists at intersections". In addition, there should be "clearly separated bicycle infrastructure" also through the inner city, according to this direction.

So, Direction 2 had clearly chosen to restrain car traffic on one hand and facilitate public transport and bicycles on the other. However, as to whether Noorderplantsoen should be kept closed to cars or not, this atelier had reached "no agreement within the group!", it is reported. In addition, although each atelier was required to list Top 5 of measures, this atelier lists as many as eight measures as such. This fact again indicates the difficulty in reaching an agreement within this atelier.
1. information facilities/ informing (education in traffic)
2. adjusting Diepenring
3. adjusting the southern ring road
4. City Gates
5. improving the quality of alternatives and realising transferia
6. reducing on-street parking
7. optimising the main road structure
8. maintaining new policy

4.3.3	Direction of Thought 3: Public transport and bicycles
Direction 3 was intended to "work hard on developing" public transport and bicycles. However, it has quickly discarded the former as an alternative to cars. At the beginning of its proposal, "Starting Points", it professes that "Within the city, public transport can not compete with cars". "The sketched public transport" in Figure 5 is "only intended for those who cannot ride bicycles (and have no cars)". And these "tangential lines", which run through industrial areas, parks or along canals, completely ignoring existing


Figure 5:   Direction of Thought 3: Public transport and bicycles
bus lines, are said to be the "only large-scale public transport with fixed lines" and "hardly have centre-oriented relations". As a result, "the inner city is not the 'logical' centre for travelling by public transport any more".

In other places, however, this direction argues that "public transport must score better than cars", lists "exclusive lanes", "conflict-free intersections" and so on as "conditions to be set" for public transport and insists that the above "basic network of lines", which seems not to be able to attract many passengers, consists of "high-quality, high-frequent lines". In addition, although these lines "hardly have centre-oriented relations", these should be "particularly hung on the network of transferia". More surprisingly, besides the tangential lines, Figure 5 shows a "basic line (basislijn)"  diagonally crossing the inner city, which the text does not mention at all. In fact, an "underground passage" is intended for its section in the inner city, according to the "Comment" on this direction by "experts".

That is why, Direction 3 presents conflicting views on public transport in a muddle, and, as a result, it is almost impossible to understand what it proposes after all. A similar elementary problem can also be recognised in proposals related to cars. According to Direction 3, this atelier "does not choose to intentionally restrain car traffic (except for limiting parking in the centre to ultra-short-time parking (…))". "However, it can be necessary to limit space for car traffic as a result of the wishes for bicycles and public transport, but this is a result, not a wish". Therefore, Direction 3 is rather more passive in restraining car traffic itself than Direction 2. And judging from the words in the above parentheses, Direction 3 allows customers to enter the inner city by car, although they can park only in "ultra-short time". Successively, however, it argues for making "the inner city car-limited (necessary traffic can enter by permission, comparable with permission for the disabled)". If it is allowed only "by permission", then the inner city becomes car-free, based on the definition of Direction 2, and customers cannot enter.

The measures that Direction 3 proposes for bicycles are more understandable. The "Starting Point" is that "in principle, people must move by bicycle within the city", and


Figure 6:   Super bicycle routes
(Source: Gezinsbode, June 17th, 1996)
it argues for providing "'super' bicycle routes ('super'-fietsroutes)", which consist of "not only radial but also tangential (criss-cross) connections", with "very high-quality solutions, for example a tube on poles", for some sections. However, unlike Direction 2, Direction 3 adopts "no super bicycle routes through the centre".

Top 5 of measures of Direction 3 are as follows. Most of them are indeed related to public transport and bicycles, but too general to see the priorities of this atelier.
1. bicycle facilities
2. a transferium in the southeast
3. decentralising public transport (more tangential routes of public transport)
4. traffic management
5. customer-friendly and efficient public transport

4.3.4	Direction of Thought 4: The real alternative
Among four directions, Direction 4 ought to have proposed the most drastic measures to restrain car traffic. Its proposals to restrain car traffic itself, however, are rather modest. Unlike Direction 2, it argues that "Congestion does not lead to the extra use of public transport", and makes it one of "starting points" that "all traffic must be able to flow smoothly", whether it is on the ring roads or neighbourhood opening roads. While denying Zuidtangent, it adopts Euvelgunnetracé and argues for "as many conflict-free intersections as possible, particularly two-level on the ring roads". There should be "traffic lights only on crucial points", through, for example, "replacing lights with


Figure 7:   Direction of Thought 4: The real alternative


roundabouts". In addition, although many cyclists were (and are) actually using the approach routes to the inner city, side by side with cars, Direction 4 proposes an idea of "cyclists through the neighbourhoods and car traffic via main routes".

Like Direction 2, it supports the "completely car-free" inner city, and, again like Direction 2, argues for a "large car-limited area (autoluw gebied)" for the neighbourhoods around it. However, it also tells to "set limits on the size and weight of lorries in the inner city during the day". So, Direction 4 allows small lorries to enter the inner city even during the day. In addition, "The network of main roads in the inner city (Diepenring, approach routes) are maintained", and "The parking spaces that are abolished through making the inner city car-free must acquire new places in parking garages around Diepenring (Westerhaven, Damsterdiep)", it articulates. Also in these respects, Direction 4 seems to take more consideration of the interests of car traffic than Direction 2.

Direction 4 adopts a principle of "No coercion (…). Making the alternatives (bicycles and public transport) attractive so that people change their traffic behaviour". Concerning one of the alternatives, public transport, it advocates introducing a "light-rail system" on the model of Karlsruhe, with which "people can travel from the region to destinations in the city without transfer". Like other directions, Direction 4 argues for connecting this system to transferia. In addition, it proposes the "opening network of public transport (ontsluitend OV-net)" for "inter-neighbourhood traffic", where "modern city busses or small busses" run. According to Figure 7, the proposed light-rail line runs straight through the inner city, ignoring the existing streets. Unlike Karlsruhe, this section is intended to be "under the ground". Direction 4 does not explain at all why this section should be an underground line, which must be extremely difficult to realise, while existing streets in the inner city become free of cars. For bicycles, it argues for "Developing the network of bicycle routes (comfortable, two-level crossings (…), no stop at traffic lights)", or "Bicycle paths: quality must be good (asphalt)". Unlike Direction 2 and 3, however, Direction 4 does not draw its network of bicycle routes on the plan map (Figure 7), and, as a result, it is unclear where cyclists should run, after being excluded from "main routes", as this direction intends.

The following are Top 5 of measures proposed by this direction. Despite "The real alternative", only this direction asks for realising parking garages next to the inner city, mentioning their concrete locations.
1. implementing the integral plan
2. light-rail and complementary public transport
3. bicycle facilities
4. parking facilities outside the city (two parking garages in the city are still acceptable: Westerhaven and Damsterdiep)
5. rewarding for the use of the alternatives
6. more intelligent traffic control system (for the better flow of traffic)

That is why, each of these directions includes serious contradictions and conflicts in some way or other. In addition, their relations with assigned scenarios are unclear. Concerning the given percentages of an increase or decrease in automobility, no directions examine whether they can really achieve these percentages. Moreover, it is simply impossible to make traffic plans precisely corresponding with the estimated change in automobility through this kind of meetings, where many citizens participate. In fact, Direction 1 argues for clearly excessive facilities for cars in terms of an 40 % increase in automobility, if the draft of The City of Tomorrow is correct, while Direction 2 seems to restrain automobility more effectively than Direction 3 or 4.

4.4	Impressed
However, when Pieters-Stam received these results of the ateliers at the presentation on June 15th, she highly acclaimed them, saying in English that "I'm impressed":
The approach with the ateliers has worked well. Many radical ideas have come to the surface (…). (…) I think that this turned out to be a good method to stimulate fantasies.62

After she must have read these directions precisely, she had rather strengthened such an appreciation:
As I already said during the presentation at the Grand Theatre: I'm impressed. And I must say that, after I had looked at the four proposals better, I have just gotten more impressed with the amount, but also particularly with the quality of the proposals.63

The project leadership also bestowed self-praise on the results of the ateliers:
With the help of the formulated and elaborated scenarios, it has become possible not only to structure all the available information from Phase 1. But also a clear perspective for solving the problem has been provided from various points of view.64

On the other hand, they announced that the B&W, which was to present its first proposal at the beginning of following Phase 3, would not choose one among the four directions of thought, as indicated in the Starting Memorandum, but aim at an "optimal mix" of all the directions:
We expect that the proposed measures in this 'policy document on the basics' will not consist of one of the directions of thought. Moreover, it is not even the intention. It can be expected that the proposed solutions for the traffic policy will consist of a mix of measures from the various directions of thought. The directions of thought must be then also seen as the framework within which all possible options can be examined. These are subsequently used so that they can constitute the optimal mix (optimising stage).65

However, if each direction of thought were really consistent in its content and precisely corresponded with the assigned scenario, it would be impossible to "mix" them in order to create a consistent policy, now that each scenario is so different from each other. In addition, according to the B&W and project leadership, what was "remarkable" was that "the directions of thought have a great degree of conformity in some important items". They listed the following common proposals among the directions:
1. The car-limited/ car-free inner city (…).
2. Steering parking policy.
3. Where possible, separating the main infrastructures for cars/ pubic transport/ bicycles.
4. The smooth flow of all traffic prevents a nuisance (economy, residential environment).
5. The current traffic capacity must not be limited further; extra infrastructure can be realised at some bottlenecks.
6. High-quality public transport as a solution in Direction of Thought 2 to 4 (…).
7. Improving the quality of bicycle infrastructure (…) and parking facilities for bicycles.
8. The concept of transferium is generally accepted.66

At the same time, they argued that the method of assigning participants to the uncomfortable ateliers "obviously contributed toward broadening their outlooks"67 and enabled them "to see beyond their own boundaries"68 and that "the participants learned, particularly in the ateliers, to seek compromises with which people with different interests and views could agree"69. So, they seem to have understood that participants had reached common solutions through developing themselves in the ateliers.

Indeed, even Direction 1 (Trend), for example, rejects the parking garage under Grote Markt and advocates "maintaining the current sector division" of the VCP. However, this atelier had chosen such a policy, absolutely not because representatives of the business organisations discussed with those of the citizens' organisations and had changed their existing views. Many of those who had pressed for restraining car traffic in the working groups were forced into this ateliers. So, this atelier had chosen such a policy, perhaps because these participants tried to integrate their existing views into the direction as much as possible even under this scenario. Or, indeed, even Direction 4 (The real alternative) emphasises the importance of the smooth flow of car traffic. But, as a matter of course, not because representatives of the citizens' organisations discussed with those of the business organisations and had recognised the importance of the smooth flow of car traffic. Councillor J. Hekman (VVD) and representatives of the business organisations were forced into this atelier. So, this atelier had chosen such a policy, perhaps because they managed to reflect their existing views even under this scenario. The atelier of Direction 3, which included both the business camp and the environmental camp equally, ended up proposing a woefully incomplete direction, because both camps did not compromise with each other. The atelier of Direction 2 included representatives of the vocal citizens' organisations, such as the ENFB and Friends of the Earth Netherlands70, as well as two councillors of the GroenLinks. As a result, it put forward a relatively consistent direction, clearly oriented toward restraining car traffic. However, it still could not reach an agreement on an important issue, the closure of Noorderplantsoen.

Therefore, not because participants had learned and grown as citizens, but precisely because they had not changed their existing views even through participation, the directions of thought included some common proposals as well as contradictions and conflicts, while creating an upside-down situation in which Direction 2 seems more thorough in restraining car traffic than Direction 3 and 4.

It is rather very natural that participants in the ateliers had afterwards never asked the B&W to adopt their own directions, which were after all unsatisfactory for them. On the other hand, the party group of the VVD published its "traffic plan" on May 21st, 1996, that is, when the ateliers had almost completed their activities. This plan insists on "finishing with the dogma of the Traffic Circulation Plan (VCP)", utterly the same as the previous argument by this party. Particularly, "Now that five new parking garages are built in the inner city of Groningen", it says, "it is the high time to give the VCP burial", so that "a logical circuit route for motorists can be created between the existing and the new parking garages". In addition, in presenting this plan, councillor Hekman, who had participated in the atelier, expressed her irritation about the Things May Change:
The public discussion, which started with a traffic poll in De Groninger Gezinsbode, 'takes too long, and, as a result, participants decrease'. The college must someday cut the knot, she thinks. 'I hear left-wing and right-wing participants in the traffic workshops say: "What must result from this?" The run-down discussion leads sooner or later only to disappointment.'71

The Gezinsbode dated June 19th, immediately after the directions of thought were presented to the public, reported that the GroenLinks, Friends of the Earth and ENFB had launched an "united action" against the planned five parking garages. They argued that, if those garages were built, "accessibility to the inner city will worsen, and livability and the environment in the residential neighbourhoods around the centre is undermined". Each of them had separately expressed opposition to these garages before the Things May Change started. Representatives of all these organisations had participated in the ateliers, but again, after all, their views had not changed at all. However, by participating in the ateliers, they had been certainly deprived of time to "sharpen" their own views.





5.1	The First Move for the College-Standpoint
After the presentation of the directions of thought, the Things May Change had entered a "relatively quiet period" for the public. "However, they kept on working hard behind the scenes". That is, "the four directions of thought were translated into their effects"72, and a small group visited Straatsbrug to see the light-rail. And at the starting meeting of Phase 3 just after the summer vacation, on September 30th, 1996, the B&W announced its first proposal, First Move for the College-Standpoint73. We will see the content of this plan in the following.

5.1.1	Necessary car traffic
Concerning the objective of the plan, the First Move refers in chapter "1. Traffic and Transport, The City of Tomorrow" to this structure plan, which had been just approved by the municipal council on May 29th, 1996. Its "main objectives", that is, "enhancing the city economy and improving the residential and living environment"74, also direct this plan, says the First Move. It also defines the "central task" of the new traffic plan as follows:
The central task for which the new traffic policy is made is then also to steer in the right direction the mobility that is important for the social function of the city, so that the city is not silted up (…).75

These objectives, however, are too general, and particularly the latter "central task" is rather what every traffic plan basically strives for. The objective of the First Move is more appropriately indicated in the chapter dealing with concrete measures, "3. Working out the Traffic Policy to 2010". At the beginning of section "3. Steering parking policy" of this chapter, the plan states as follows:
In order to be able to continuously guarantee accessibility for necessary car traffic (business and freight traffic and the shopping public) on one hand and alleviate a nuisance of unnecessary car traffic (commuter traffic and recreational visitors to the inner city) in the neighbourhoods around the inner city on the other, we work on a highly steering parking policy, besides a good public transport system.76

That is why, regarding car traffic by "business and freight traffic and the shopping public" as economically "necessary", the First Move strives for ensuring maximum accessibility for it. Judging from actually proposed measures, this is obviously the main objective of the First Move, although this plan hardly even uses those words such as "necessary car traffic" and "the shopping public".

Concerning the inner city, this plan substantially argues for dramatically increasing parking spaces in and next to the inner city for customers coming by car. According to chapter "4. Strategy", the planned five parking garages should be realised "faster" "In the short term (to about 2000)"77, bringing about a net increase of 1,600 spaces or 60 % in parking spaces. Indeed, on-street parking spaces were being reduced by a few hundreds as part of the project Inner City Better, but far more than compensating this loss were to be provided in the parking garages. In addition, the First Move finds the parking garage under Grote Markt "discussible" on the following condition, and states that this underground garage is investigated:
A possible underground parking garage in this area is discussible only as part of a remarkable spatial and functional enhancement of this area. If such a facility is decided, then its capacity is limited by the Diepenring's possibility of managing traffic from and to this garage.78

At some distance from the inner city, "P+R-City Bus" facilities should be provided for customers who stay in the inner city for many hours on Saturday and the day for late night shopping. They could park their cars free here, and go to the city centre by "small-scale public transport (city busses)"79. Such facilities had already been introduced successively on Sontweg, Peizerweg and Zaanstraat since 1992.

The First Move has taken a substantial step toward deregulating the VCP. According to this plan, "the sector boundaries are open to freight traffic out of business hours"80, and this change should be enforced "In the short term (to about 2000)"81. When the VCP was modified early in the 1980s, the B&W flatly rejected the demand of the business organisations to open the sector boundaries to freight traffic, whether it was in or out of business hours82.

It also tries to improve approach of "necessary car traffic" to the inner city. For this, first of all, it aims at excluding commuter traffic from the approach routes to the inner city. One of the measures proposed is quickly introducing pay parking in the "peel neighbourhoods"83, that is, the neighbourhoods around the inner city. In those days, commuters to the inner city and its surroundings left a large number of their cars in these neighbourhoods during the day for free, so that residents there had even difficulty in finding spaces to park their own cars. Throughout these neighbourhoods should be installed parking metres, where visitors have to pay a parking fee, while residents there would receive pay parking permits, according to the plan. Based on this idea, the municipality had already started consultation with residents. This measure would restrain commuters from coming to the inner city by car, while it would guarantee parking spaces for necessary car traffic also in these neighbourhoods.

And as an alternative means of transport for commuters, the First Move repeatedly mentions the necessity for "high-quality public transport (hoogwaardig openbaar vervoer)", which consists of five transferia on the outskirts of the city and the following "public transport axes (ov-assen)" between these transferia and the inner city:
- via Nieuwe Ebbingestraat/ Boterdiep, Kastanjelaan, Eikenlaan, Zonnelaan, Zernikecomplex to Reitdiepsplein
- via Oosterhamriktracé to Kardinge
- via the route along the railway line from the central station, Paterswoldseweg to the location of Van Swieten
- via the existing railway line (light-rail) to the transferium on the railway line between Haren and Groningen (at the crossing with Zuidtangent)
- via Peizerweg and from the crossing with the western ring road, along the railway line, to the central station84


Figure 8:   Public transport axes in the First Move

On these axes, "we work on separating means of transport as much as possible"85, and high-quality public transport would realise the "rapid connection"86 with the inner city. With regard to vehicles used, "we should proceed as soon as possible to the use of new high-quality material (quiet, clean, comfortable)", and, based on "More detailed study", which is said to have already started, the B&W would choose between a "tram system" and a "renewed bus concept"87, says the First Move.

As a matter of course, however, these public transport axes should not reduce the capacity of the approach routes to the inner city, which should be used by necessary car traffic through excluding commuter traffic, according to the First Move. So, this plan strives for "separating the main infrastructures cars/ public transport, where possible"88. In fact, as can be seen in Figure 8, the approach routes by car to the inner city, such as Hereweg and Emmaviaduct, are not designated as axes for high-quality public transport, although these were existing main bus routes. The same consideration can be recognised in the "high-quality bicycle structure". Figure 9 shows that this structure, which consists of the following routes (hoofdfietsroutes), thoroughly avoids the approach routes by car: 
- the route Heerdenpad - Korreweg - Noorderplantsoen
- the route along Eemskanaal
- the route along Reitdiep
- the route along Noord Willemskanaal
- the route along Oosterhamriktracé
- the route Helperzoom - Verlengde Lodewijkstraat89


Figure 9:   Main bicycle routes in the First Move

The First Move also proposes some "adjustments" of the approach routes themselves. It argues for "streamlining the approach route" to Westerhaven, where a redevelopment project with a huge parking garage was being planned. It brings up again the idea of interposing Rodeweg in the approach route Bedumerweg - Boterdiep, which had been shelved facing the opposition among residents. While the business organisations had insisted on improving the flow of traffic on Stationsweg, this plan promises to examine if it "can be improved through changing the routing of public transport". The business organisations had also pressed for easing congestion at the intersections of Europaweg, Sontweg and Damsterdiep. In response, the First Move proposes a "short-cut (running parallel) connection Bornholmstraat - Damsterdiep (via a bridge newly built over Eemskanaal)"90.

In addition, in order to facilitate the efficient use of this improved infrastructure by customers, the First Move argues for introducing "dynamic traffic management". Its "dynamic parking route information" would guide "traffic from the outskirts of the city" "with the help of real-time information"91 to the transferium, P+R-City Bus facilities and parking garages in and next to the inner city. If customers could see, in a real-time manner, which parking facilities are vacant, they would go to the vacant parking facilities nearest to the inner city. In other words, the transferium would be the last resort for customers, unless they are encouraged to use them through a bold fee system.

On the other hand, concerning the surrounding area in the city, the First Move emphasises the necessity to improve the ring roads, saying that "A well functioning ring road structure is a vital condition for the economic development of the city". The "final goal" is to "convert the whole ring to a 2x2 lane urban motorway with two-level crossings". It is particularly important to improve the southern ring road, considering the industrial development of the south-eastern part of the city. The First Move states that "temporary measures to improve" the southern ring road would be taken in the "short term". In the "medium term", it "seems to be the most effective" to construct "Zuidtangent (a tunnel under Laan Corpus den Hoorn and an opencut connection between A28 and A7-east, just to the south of the city via the soil of the municipality of Haren)"92. Apart from this, the First Move regards it as the medium-term task to "improve the opening structure of South-East"93, through, for example, constructing Euvelgunnetracé.

5.1.2	High-quality public transport
The First Move repeatedly uses such words as "high-quality public transport" and a "powerful qualitative impulse" to public transport, and its chapter "3. Working out the Traffic Policy to 2010" starts from the section for public transport, "1. Greatly improving public transport (qualitative impulse)". Therefore, at first glance, this plan seems to be dedicated to improving public transport. However, the actually proposed measures by no means guarantee the improvement of public transport. Moreover, these measures can even cast doubt on the seriousness with which these were examined.

As mentioned earlier, the First Move argues for realising public transport axes between the transferia and the inner city, on which high-quality public transport runs. However, because these axes are designated so that they do not overlap the existing approach routes by car, they necessarily include sections that must be extremely difficult to realise. For example, two axes from the south and west, approaching the central station, run along and to the south of the railway line. There was (and is still) no road along the railway line here, and a bridge must be built over Noord Willemskanaal. Even if these axes could cross this canal, it would be almost impossible to connect these to the existing bus terminal on the northern side of the station. More problematic is the axis passing through the inner city. Although the text does not articulate where this axis runs in the inner city, this goes straight forward after crossing Herebrug, according to the plan map (Figure 8). Therefore, this axis runs on Herestraat, the pedestrian and busiest shopping street in Groningen. In addition, presumably after passing by the city hall on Grote Markt, this axis runs through the residential blocks, completely ignoring existing streets, all the way to Eikenlaan. To go out from the inner city, a bridge must be again built over the canal, somewhere between Ebbingebrug and Maagdenbrug. Or, because high-quality public transport does not run on Hereweg, the axis from Haren is proposed on the existing railway line. While the "light-rail" should run here, the plan does not answer at all basic questions such as whether the light-rail shares the existing railway lines with trains, or new lines are added for the light-rail, including possibilities 











Figure 10 is a plan map for public transport in the Plan Groningen Node, and Figure 11 is a plan map for traffic and transport in The City of Tomorrow. It is clear that those axes proposed by the First Move hardly take into account these existing plans as well as the existing structure of the city. Concerning the transferia, only that on Kardinge had been realised in 1995, while the rest hardly examined.

In addition, highly questionable is the financial feasibility of high-quality public transport. Judging from the proposed measures, the possible passengers in this public transport are mainly commuters from the region. In fact, while the First Move repeatedly mentions high-quality public transport in relation to "commuter traffic" or "unnecessary traffic" including also "recreational visitors to the inner city", it never states that this transport should or would carry customers. However, it is absolutely impossible to maintain "high-quality" public transport only with commuters in the rush hours. That is why, formidable difficulties are anticipated in realising high-quality public transport as proposed in the plan (in fact, it is not even now realised at all), but the First Move announces that its "realisation will have to take place before the year 2005"94.

While emphasising the importance of imaginary high-quality public transport, whose feasibility is highly questionable, the First Move does not mention at all how to improve existing bus lines serving the citizens of Groningen. Besides the axes with high-quality public transport, it lists the following "rest of public transport axes":
- Hereweg
- Friesestraatweg - Vinkhuizen - Reitdiepsplein
- when realising Middelbert, developing the public transport axis via Sontweg - Driebondsweg or via Bornholmstraat - Bremenweg95

The existing important bus routes, Hereweg and Friesestraatweg - Vinkhuizen, are included here, and, therefore, they are not served by high-quality public transport in the future. In addition, according to the plan map (Figure 8), the latter line takes a strange route in the inner city. In those days and still now, after crossing Emmabrug, this bus line goes straight into the inner city, passes by the back of A-kerk skirting the western border of the pedestrian area, turns left and goes out of the inner city through A-brug and vice versa. This is a remaining precious means of transport particularly for the elderly to go to the inner city. However, the plan map, although not detailed, clearly shows that this line turns left immediately after crossing Emmabrug, runs along the canal on the outskirts of the inner city and crosses A-brug out of the inner city. Considering the width of the streets or existing buildings, such as the Nature Museum, this route is utterly unrealistic, although it might reflects the desire of shopkeepers, who had tried to exclude busses from the inner city.

And the First Move tells nothing about what kind of improvements are planned on these "rest of public transport axes" and for the other many existing bus lines. On the other hand, in section "4. Car traffic" of chapter 3, the plan argues for "shared use (traffic turning right) of the bus lane, where possible," and "optimising traffic lights"96. Concerning the latter, the B&W had already announced cutbacks on priority traffic lights for busses just before the Things May Change started. In addition, it had been a consistent demand of the citizens of Groningen to improve the bus connection between the surrounding neighbourhoods rather than between the inner city and the surrounding area. Proposals by the working groups or ateliers reflect such a demand, and the plan map in the Plan Groningen Node (Figure 10) also shows its response to this. However, the First Move just says, at the very end of the "main points" listing measures for public transport, that "an issue to be further worked out is urban public transport (level between public transport axes and transport on demand)" 97 (underline by the author).

5.1.3	The high-quality bicycle structure
This kind of, so to speak, the lack of seriousness can be also recognised in measures proposed for bicycles, which are mainly put forward in section "2. Expanding and optimising the bicycle structure" of chapter 3. As mentioned earlier, the First Move argues for realising the "high-quality bicycle structure", which avoids the approach routes by car. This consists of "attractive and rapid routes, which are as conflict-free as possible"98. However, as can be seen in Figure 9, these routes are mostly led along canals, railway lines, or even through industrial areas, irrespective of the existing bicycle routes or infrastructure. As a result, they not only include sections that must be difficult to realise, but also can become by no means convenient and safe routes, even if they are realised. For example, the route along Noord Willemskanaal has to cross the railway line near the inner city. There was (and is still) no crossing here, so a bridge or a tunnel must be built. After crossing the railway line, this route goes on the streets along the canal from Zuiderhaven to Noorderhaven, but these streets, which are one-way, are absolutely too narrow to accommodate a world-class huge amount of bicycle traffic in Groningen. Among bridges to enter the inner city from the south, the


Zuiderhaven - Noorderhaven                the bridge in front of the Museum




First Move chooses the pedestrian and bicycle bridge in front of the Groningen Museum as the main bicycle route. It is very dangerous to concentrate bicycle traffic on this bridge, which many pedestrians cross all day long, including outside commuting time (Figure 12). Furthermore, the proposed network of bicycle routes is too coarse to facilitate the use of bicycles. Even The City of Tomorrow, which is a master plan, shows a much more fine-grained "main bicycle structure (hoofdfietsstructuur)" (Figure 11).

5.1.4	Attractive, safe and sustainable residential areas
According to The City of Tomorrow, "Many district and neighbourhood opening roads are too heavily loaded with regional or 'inter-neighbourhood' traffic". "We will try to reduce the traffic pressure to acceptable proportions with traffic circulation measures per neighbourhood"99, it argues. The coming traffic plan ought to have proposed concrete measures to cope with such through traffic problems in residential neighbourhoods.

The First Move states in chapter 1 that, based on "the second main objective" of The City of Tomorrow, that is, "improving the residential and living environment", "We strive for attractive, safe and sustainable residential areas through introducing woonerven, 30 km/h areas, parking for those concerned and concentrating through traffic on main routes"100. However, it subsequently mentions "woonerven" and "30 km/h areas" neither in chapter "3. Working out the Traffic Policy" nor in chapter "4. Strategy". In chapter "2. The Traffic Policy in Outline", it just says more generally that "Residential, resort and recreational areas will be spared. Car traffic is subordinate within these areas"101. The "parking of those concerned", that is, the pay parking in the peel neighbourhoods, could indeed reduce car traffic of commuters through this area, but instead increase necessary car traffic, in combination with the construction of the five parking garages. While the former comes early in the morning, parks cars during the day and returns in the evening, the latter goes in and out all the time, possibly rather increasing the total amount of car traffic.

Finally, although the First Move argues for "concentrating through traffic on main routes", it first of all does not define which types of roads are included in the "main routes (hoofdroutes)". Concerning the network of roads, it just states in section "4. Car traffic" of chapter 3 that "for the regional approach routes and neighbourhood opening roads, in principle, we choose to continue the existing structure in conformity with the structure plan"102, without specifying the function or profile of the "regional approach routes (regionale aanrijroutes)" and "neighbourhood opening roads (wijkontsluitingswegen)". On the other hand, the plan map in The City of Tomorrow (Figure 11) shows only the "main road structure (hoofdwegenstructuur)" and "accessibility route (bereikbaarheidsroute)", while its text does not specifically explain the above types of roads. Moreover, the plan map in the First Move (Figure 13) draws the ring roads, probably mistakenly, with the same colour as the approach routes, does not show "neighbourhood opening roads" and instead does show "roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods (wegen met bovenwijkse functie)", which the text does not mention at all. The so-called inner ring is designated as this "road with a function beyond neighbourhoods". If this type of roads is included in the "main routes", this plan accepts the current situation of the inner ring, with through traffic causing a nuisance to the surrounding neighbourhoods.


Figure 13:   The road network in the First Move

Without clarifying the functions or hierarchy of roads, the First Move emphasises the necessity to improve the ring roads, as mentioned earlier. It argues that "Also in order to relieve the underlying road network (regional approach routes and neighbourhood opening roads), a well functioning ring structure is necessary"103, whose "use by inter-neighbourhood traffic is stimulated"104. However, it does not propose any measures to push through traffic to the ring roads, such as cutting the inner ring.

Just after the Things May Change started, the information bulletin, Inner City Better, which had been published by the municipality to inform of ongoing projects in the inner city, gave prominent coverage to this process. This number carries the views on a traffic policy of A. Oosterhoff, who was the "Urban Planning and Economy Advisor" of the MKB, and G. Ypey, who was the "spokesman" of the GCC and participated in the atelier dealing with Scenario 3. As can be seen in the following, both of them stress the necessity to improve the southern ring road, and, concerning car traffic to the inner city, press for giving priority to customers and freight traffic over commuter traffic. It could be concluded that the First Move was drafted with the nearly sole purpose of satisfying such demands of the business community.
The problems concentrate on the southern side of the city. 'The southern ring road has actually a double function. It is part of the nationwide road network for through traffic, but urban traffic is also shifted to this road.'
Oosterhoff considers that a kind of 'separation' of traffic must take place. Otherwise, the city is silted up. In doing this, priority must be granted to economically necessary traffic, such as the shopping public and supplying. For those who park for a long time (for example, commuter traffic), a different means must be provided to quickly reach their destinations.

'The southern ring road does not function as a ring road. It is too close to the inner city and has too many obstacles. The traffic lights and a large number of slip roads hamper the flow of traffic. In fact, there should be still another ring road on the outskirts, for example near Haren or de Wijert, not in the middle of the city', according to Ypey.
In addition, he argues for keeping commuter traffic out of the inner city as much as possible, and admitting only 'economic visitors'. They are particularly the supplying lorries for businesspeople and the shopping public. 'Commuter traffic should be much more stimulated to park cars outside the city and go farther via, for example, the Transferium Noorddijk or P+bus. The parking garages, existing and under construction, should be intended particularly for the visitors to the inner city, who want to park nearby the centre', says Ypey.

And the First Move heavily relies on the four directions of thought proposed by the ateliers to justify its content. First, through "estimating" the effects of those directions and the First Move itself, and, secondly, through insisting that the First Move has actually incorporated their ideas.

5.1.5	Estimating the effects
The Heidemij Advies was in charge of estimating the effects, and published the report, Assessment of Directions of Thought and First Move for the College-Standpoint105, at the same time as the First Move. According to the B&W, "The estimation of these directions of thought (…) was the basis when the college formulated its own standpoint"106.

This estimation consisted of the qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis, and, concerning the former, the Assessment presents, for example, the following results:

REF	Direction 1	Direction 2	Direction 3	Direction 4	First Move
0	0	0	++	+	+
Table 1:   The quality of bicycle facilities

REF	Direction 1	Direction 2	Direction 3	Direction 4	First Move
0	--	0	0	+	++
Table 2:   Traffic safety

REF	Direction 1	Direction 2	Direction 3	Direction 4	First Move
0	+	0	-	-	+
Table 3:   Economy/ Accessibility to the centre (cars)

The "REF" in the tables is the "current mobility policy (…) accompanied by the social, economic and spatial development as adopted in the structure plan, The City of Tomorrow"107. The following are examples of the presented results concerning the quantitative analysis:

REF	Direction 1	Direction 2	Direction 3	Direction 4	First Move
100(0)	105(--)	95(+)	91(+)	86(++)	91(+)








Table 5:   Environment/ Harmful materials






Share of public transportinternalexternal	0-	0+	+++	++++	++++




Economy/ Quality of accessibilityring roadscentre (cars)centre (public transport)	+++--	+00	---++	---++	+++++
Investments (in billion guilders)	1.5	1.0	1.3-1.9	2.1	1.65-2.0

Table 6:   The summary of the assessment
The B&W argued that "the estimation of this temporary standpoint (First Move - by the author) proves that the approach to the traffic policy based on the line of the college is workable"108. Indeed, according to Table 6, the First Move is estimated in most of the criteria at "+" or "++", and, compared with the directions of thought, seems to have chosen an environment-friendly but realistic policy. However, if the content of the directions and First Move is scrutinised, it is obvious that this estimation is utterly arbitrary.

Concerning the qualitative analysis, the Assessment estimates, for example, measures for bicycles proposed by the First Move at "+", as in Table 1. However, the "main bicycle structure" of the First Move, which completely ignores the existing important bicycle routes and is very coarse, is evidently inferior to that of The City of Tomorrow, that is, "REF", and, therefore possibly, even inferior to the "bicycle network" of Direction 1, which states that the "Bicycle network is in accordance with the network planned for 2010". Or, although Direction 3 indeed uses the eye-catching words, "super bicycle route", its bicycle policy seems substantially not so different as indicated in this table from that of Direction 2. It is also difficult to understand why Direction 4, which does not even show the network of bicycle routes, can be judged better than Direction 2.

The estimation of traffic safety, as in Table 2, is also highly questionable. The First Move is ranked highest, granted "++", because "In the First Move for the College-Standpoint, traffic safety will be considerably improved, through striving for making vulnerable areas car-limited and concentrating car traffic on the relatively safe main routes (with two-level crossings with the ring roads)"109, according to the Assessment. As we have seen, however, the First Move does not include any concrete measures for "making vulnerable areas car-limited", and does not even define "main routes" on which car traffic should concentrate. On the other hand, Direction 2 and 4 profess that the "large car-limited area" should be designated around the inner city, and the latter shows this area on the plan map (Figure 7). Or, Direction 2 and 3 argue for restraining car traffic on the neighbourhood opening roads.

Concerning the quantitative analysis, a fundamental question can be aroused why such precise numbers can be calculated, while there remain many obscure and contradictory measures not only in the directions of thought but also in the First Move. Affording a clue to this question is the report, Confirmation of Effects of Updating Traffic and Transport Policy110, published in February 1997 by the Hofstra Verkeersadviseurs, which was commissioned to conduct the "model study"111 of the effects. This report focuses on the quantitative analysis. According to this, first, measures proposed by the directions and the First Move can be divided into the following four categories:
- changes in the infrastructure
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Table 7:   The strength of the implemented measures

Finally, the effects of these measures on traffic were calculated as follows, according to the Confirmation:
changes in the infrastructure
Based on the existing relations of travelling time and the share per traffic mode, statistical correlations were calculated. These were translated into the new shares of cars, public transport and bicycles, based on the new relations of travelling time. (…)

transport management
The effects of transport management were estimated with explicit assumptions.

transferia
(…) Based on various studies that have been conducted by our bureau in the framework of transferia, explicit assumptions were introduced concerning the use of the transferia (and a resulting decrease in car traffic). (…)

parking measures
(…) The number of cars moving to car-free and/ or car-limited areas decreases, through a change in the modal split (choosing alternative means of transport) on one hand, and through parking cars outside the car-free/ -limited area on the other. In addition, there will be some who decide not to make the travel itself any more.113

Regarding the first "changes in the infrastructure", however, it ought to be impossible to calculate "the new relations of travelling time" between cars, public transport and bicycles, based on the actual proposals in the directions and First Move. For example, the Confirmation says that "Car-limited areas were represented through lowering the speed on the roads"114. But the First Move hardly tells where the car-limited areas should be designated with what kind of traffic restrictions. Or, although Direction 2 and 3 argue for restraining car traffic on the neighbourhood opening roads, they just put forward a principle, like "All roads that were designated as neighbourhood opening roads must be used only as opening roads and not as through traffic roads" or "Restraining traffic on the neighbourhood opening roads". It is as a matter of course impossible to calculate the effect of this principle on travelling time between two random points. In addition, Direction 3 puts forward a completely confused policy on public transport, Direction 4 does not show the network of bicycle routes, the First Move mentions only imaginary high-quality public transport and so on. Also regarding "transport management" and "transferia", no plans present so precise measures as to be able to calculate their effects. Regarding "parking measures", the Confirmation just points out the fact that car-free and car-limited areas influence traffic, without telling how it calculated this influence nor whether it took into account the effect of the parking fee system, as proposed in Direction 1.

In chapter "2. The Traffic Policy in Outline", the First Move states that "Our policy will be aimed at further limiting the growth of car traffic to 2010 to 30 %"115, in place of 40 % adopted by The City of Tomorrow. On the other hand, those numbers in Table 4 (The development of automobility) can be transformed into percentages as follows, assuming that "100" of REF represents a 40 % increase, based on The City of Tomorrow (REF): 

REF	Direction 1	Direction 2	Direction 3	Direction 4	First Move
+ 40 %	+ 47.0 %	+ 33.0 %	+ 27.4 %	+ 20.4 %	+ 27.4 %
Table 8:   The development of automobility in percentages

Excellently, the First Move achieves an increase of almost 30 %, as the B&W intended. That is why, it can be presumed that the following method of calculation was actually employed. First, variables such as the relations of travelling time, the level of service of transferia and so on were "appropriately" decided for the First Move so that it could realise an increase of almost 30 % in automobility. Next, changing those variables based on Table 7 (The strength of the implemented measures), variables were decided for each direction of thought, based on which an increase in automobility were "predicted" for each direction. Finally, using this predicted increase in automobility, the effects on the environment as well as the "quality of traffic circulation" were calculated for the four directions and First Move. In addition, each direction and the First Move are arbitrarily evaluated already in Table 7. For example, with regard to public transport, it estimates Direction 2 at "0", which proposes the "crystal model" including the connections between the inner city and the transferia, while "+" is granted both to Direction 3, which cannot present an understandable policy, and to the First Move, which says nothing about the existing bus lines. Or, with regard to bicycles, "++" is granted not only to Direction 4, which does not present the network of bicycle routes, but also to the First Move, whose bicycle routes mostly run along canals, railway lines or through industrial areas. It seems that this table reflects not the result of actually evaluating each plan, but rather the assumption that the project leadership had in mind when it presented the scenarios, and the opinion of the B&W about its own plan. That is why, if the effects of those plans are calculated based on this table, an increase in car traffic is necessarily more restrained sequentially from Direction 1 to 4, as the scenarios assumed, and, as a result, the effect on the environment is more calmed in the same sequence. And in relation to these directions, the First Move can settle in a reasonable position.

Because the estimation of effects includes precise numbers and was conducted by the external consultant firms, it appears at first glance an objective and scientific analysis. In fact, however, it is a highly intentional and arbitrary product to justify the First Move. On the other hand, it has unintentionally proved that those scenarios themselves were not reasonable. As seen in Table 8, even Direction 4 can limit an increase in car traffic only to 20 %. As long as those valuables introduced were realistic, an increase of 10 % or moreover a decrease of 10% could not have been computed.

5.1.6	Strong elements
The First Move devotes the final chapter "5. Accountability" to explaining the relations between the directions of thought and this plan. While, based on the above-mentioned estimation, conceding that "none of the directions of thought provide a fully integral solution for the problem"116, the First Move argues that "every direction of thought includes precious elements". So, "we used the strong elements from various directions of thought"117, it says. Subsequently, it concretely explains how it used these directions, particularly Direction 2, 3 and 4, which ought to try to restrain car traffic in some way or other.

For example, "For the area within the ring and particularly the inner city, we used measures and ideas from Direction 2, 3 and 4" through "creating car-limited/ car-free residential, resort and recreational areas"118, according to the First Move. However, concerning "car-limited residential areas", the First Move just argues very generally for "introducing woonerven, 30 km/h areas" and that "Car traffic is subordinate within these areas", while it does not present any policy about the neighbourhood opening roads. On the other hand, as mentioned just before, Direction 2 and 4 argue for a large car-limited area specifically for the neighbourhoods around the inner city, with the latter showing this area on the map, and Direction 2 and 3 demand to take measures to restrain car traffic on the neighbourhood opening roads. Concerning the "car-limited/ car-free" inner city, the First Move just states succinctly that "it remains the starting point to make the inner city as car-limited as possible based on the 'Inner City Better'"119. Indeed, the project Inner City Better would expand the pedestrian area greatly, but, regrettably for the citizens' organisations, the area had been substantially reduced in terms of the original idea, in response to opposition from shopkeepers. On the other hand, Direction 2 and 4 argue for making the whole inner city car-free, and Direction 3 chooses also a car-fee inner city or to admit only "ultra-short-time parking". So, these directions opt for much stricter measures against car traffic in the inner city than the Inner City Better. In addition, even Direction 1 rejects streamlining the VCP, as opposed to the First Move, and all the directions also reject the parking garage under Grote Markt.

Regarding public transport, the First Move insists that "we substantially associate ourselves with Direction 4"120. In Direction 4, however, the light-rail runs naturally on the existing important bus routes, Hereweg and Nieuwe Ebbingestraat (Figure 7), where "high-quality public transport" of the First Move does not run. Or, while the First Move leaves the connection between the public transport axes completely to the examination in the future, Direction 4 argues that "the opening network of public transport (complementary bus traffic on demand: modern city busses or small busses) serves inter-neighbourhood traffic", showing this on the plan map. Regarding bicycles, "not only radial but also tangential connections were adopted" in Direction 3, according to the First Move, and "the First Move of the College crystallises this idea". But the "high-quality bicycle structure" of the First Move hardly has such tangential connections, as can be seen in Figure 9. It is rather surprising to see how differently the First Move has designated the bicycle routes than Direction 3 (Figure 5). This indicates that the bicycle routes of the First Move are rather unusual for the average citizens of Groningen.

On the other hand, as long as Zuidtangent is concerned, the First Move states that "we partially associate ourselves with measures from Direction 1", because "The estimation of Direction 2, 3 and 4 reveals that there remain substantial congestion bottlenecks on the ring roads"121. However, before the First Move was published, The City of Tomorrow had already chosen to construct a "new southern ring road"122 rather than widen the existing road in order to relieve congestion on the southern ring road. Therefore, the First Move resorts to Direction 1 to justify the existing policy, rather than incorporating ideas from this direction. But even Direction 1 does not adopt Rodeweg as part of the approach route, which the First Move does not mention in this chapter.

To sum up, the First Move does not substantially incorporate at all the "many radical ideas" praised by Pieters-Stam, while it includes some important elements that none of the directions of thought propose.

5.2	The list of questions
Following the starting meeting of Phase 3, two "discussion meetings" were to be held in November and December 1996. At these meetings, "it must become clear whether and how the college must adjust its First Move". As a preparation for these meetings, a questionnaire about the First Move, the "list of questions", was sent to "about 1,650 people who have been involved in the process since November 1995 and since then expressed their wishes to be kept informed of the process"123.

The questionnaire consists of 38 questions in total plus a space for "comments", extending over 16 pages and divided into three sections, that is, "1. Introduction", "2. Starting points of policy" (Question 1 to 13) and "3. Working out traffic policy" (Question 14 to 38). Each question itself is rather long. So, "it will take you about one hour to fill in this list of questions", according to the questionnaire. In Introduction, the B&W emphasises that the First Move is based on the results of the preceding participation:
This proposal is, as mentioned, based on the results of Phase 1 and 2 of the planning process and particularly the content of the four directions of thought. There are many agreements on some important aspects of the traffic and transport system between these directions and the First Move for the College-Standpoint, despite a large difference in tasks.

And the objective of this questionnaire is to "confirm with which parts people more or less agree and on which parts there remain differences of opinion", so that a "structure" can be brought in the coming discussion meetings.

The questionnaire was sent on October 17th, with a deadline for a response on October 28th, and its results were published next month. According to them, first of all, not so many responded, with 366 people or 22 % responding. Therefore, the B&W itself conceded that "This is of course by no means a representative group for the population of the city"124. On the other hand, concerning the questions and how they were responded, the following could be pointed out. First, because many questions, including those in section 3, describe so generally measures whose validity is questioned that naturally the large majority agreed with them. For example, with regard to public transport and bicycles, there are the following questions and results:
Question 6: (…) With regard to the economic function, we must work on a regional light-rail system on the existing railway line (rapid, frequent, with a great number of stops within the urban area) and a high-quality public transport system within the urban area. Do you agree with these measures?
Result: completely agree (56 %), reasonably agree (28 %), neither agree nor disagree (6 %), reasonably disagree (2 %), completely disagree (1 %)

Question 10: A substantial improvement in the quality of the bicycle infrastructure (realising continuous bicycle connections), the rapid flow of bicycle traffic at traffic lights (orange flashing lights, where possible and safe) and the better maintenance, greater safety and substantial expansion of the bicycle parking facilities (protected, roofed) is necessary to reverse the declining trend in the use of bicycles within the city into a robust increase. Do you agree with this position?
Result: completely agree (57 %), reasonably agree (21 %), neither agree nor disagree (7 %), reasonably disagree (5 %), completely disagree (6 %)

If questioned like these, most of the people of course would agree. However, this widespread support was not for the measures in the First Move, such as providing "high-quality public transport" only on imaginary routes between the inner city and the transferia and providing the "high-quality bicycle structure" only along canals, railway lines or through industrial areas. Or, with regard to car traffic, there is the following question and result:
Question 12: Through realising the good flow of existing car traffic on the main road network (ring roads, urban approach routes to the inner city), most of the nuisance in the residential neighbourhoods is prevented (less through traffic), through which the quality of the residential and living environment can be improved. Therefore, the flow of traffic on the main road network must be improved. Do you agree with this position?
Result: completely agree (62 %), reasonably agree (20 %), neither agree nor disagree (6 %), reasonably disagree (4 %), completely disagree (5 %)

This question states as if it were essential to improve the flow of car traffic on the main road network in order to improve the residential environment. So, it almost asks the approval or disapproval of improving the residential environment. However, those who agreed with this position would not necessarily agree with, for example, Zuidtangent, which the First Move adopted. Nevertheless, based on these results of the questions that are almost meaningless to ask, while conceding that the respondents constituted "by no means a representative group for the population of the city", the B&W concluded that the "outlines125" of the First Move were supported by the large majority of the citizens:
After analysing the results of the list of questions, we can generally conclude that the outlines of the policy, as formulated in the First Move for the College-Standpoint, are supported. Considering the results of the list of questions, there is for the time being no reason to change this standpoint on the outlines. Therefore, we suggest that the college should fully hold on to these policy lines. The confirmed differences of opinion are overwhelmingly related to the specifics of some outlines and the extent of the implementation.126

Although it is unclear what is meant by the "outlines", issues such as where to locate the main routes for public transport and bicycles, whether measures to improve the existing bus lines are specified and whether Zuidtangent or the parking garage under Grote Markt should be constructed are by no means "the specifics of some outlines and the extent of the implementation" but rather fundamental issues around the plan, and the results of the questionnaire do not prove at all that the citizens widely support the policies on these issues proposed by the First Move.

Secondly, it can be pointed out about this questionnaire that there are also many questions that ask about too specific matters, contrary to the above, and therefore again seem to be meaningless to ask in a questionnaire. For example, concerning the growth in automobility from 1996 to 2010, Question 1 asks to choose among five numbers ranging from 50 % to 0 %, or concerning the parking fee for the garages in and next to the inner city, Question 27 asks to choose among six fees ranging from 1 guilder/ first parking hour to more than 5 guilders. Particularly all the questions in section 3 related to public transport are this kind:
Question 17: Suppose that only a limited number of high-quality public transport axes can be realised in the urban area. Besides the effort to introduce the light-rail on the existing railway lines, you find that priority must be given to the following high-quality public transport axes within the urban area (please tick three and show the order of priority): (11 routes are listed - by the author)

Question 18: The main axes that you chose in Question 17 must be designed within the urban area as follows (…) (tick one answer):
o light-rail (rapid and light trains with many stops)
o tram
o guided-light-transit (super high-quality bus system with characteristics of tram)
o bus lanes based on the current model
o no separate infrastructure and priority for busses

Question 19: (…) The following locations are suitable for (the construction of) transferia (please tick four and show the order of priority) (12 sites are listed - by the author)

The answeres to these questions understandably dispersed. These questions indicate a lack of willingness to take responsibility for realising public interests, such as convenient and reliable public transport, rather than respect for public opinion.

Finally, it can be recognised that, concerning the remaining questions, which are more or less meaningful to ask, the responses were polarised. For example, Question 3 asks, among cars coming to the inner city, "Which groups do you regard as (economically) necessary traffic?", and 40 % regarded the "shopping public (those who park for a short time)" as such. In other words, nearly 60 % regarded it as unnecessary car traffic. In response to Question 11, which asks about measures "To let these ring roads well function", 32 % chose to "seriously work on alternatives to the use of cars", while as many as 42 % chose to "make all the crossings with the ring roads two-level and construct Zuidtangent (between A28 and A7-east)". In addition to the planned five parking garages in and next to the inner city, Question 22 asks whether "more parking garages must be realised near Diepenring". 7 % answered "much more parking garages" and 24 % "more parking garages", while 24 % answered that "the presented expansion of the number of parking garages must be reduced or not be realised". Concerning the introduction of the bike paths and bus lanes into the existing road ways, Question 29 asks, "The current road capacity for car traffic must not be further curtailed through this separation (separate infrastructure for the different means of transport). Do you agree with this?" 31 % answered "completely agree" and 24 % "reasonably agree", while 13 % answered "reasonable disagree" and 19 % "completely disagree". Question 31 asks where the infrastructure should be reconstructed "to improve accessibility by car to the inner city and to improve the flow of traffic". While the responses dispersed over the listed ten locations, 34 % answered that "no reconstruction of the infrastructure is necessary in the area within the ring roads".

That is why, differently from the results of Phase 1, opinions asking for facilities for car traffic rival those asking for restraining car traffic. This could be attributed to the fact that respondents to this questionnaire were considerably narrowed. First of all, the questionnaire was sent only to those who had expressed their wishes to be kept informed at the beginning of the process. In addition, the lengthiness of the questions heightened the hurdle to respond. As a result, this questionnaire was possibly responded in a disproportionately large number by those who had already had determined opinions on traffic or had been involved in traffic problems since before, for example, members of citizens' and residents' organisations or shopkeepers. However, if the results of the questionnaire showed polarised responses in fact for this reason, this means that the conflict of opinions between the environmental camp and the business camp, which planning history in Groningen had witnessed repeatedly, had not been resolved at all even through the experiences of participation, such as the working groups and ateliers.

Substantiating this fact is the alternative plan, Things Must Change127, which was proposed by the business organisations. While the business organisations, like the citizens' and residents' organisations, had sent their representatives to the various opportunities for participation, they commissioned the consultant firm in Den Haag, D&P, to make this plan. On November 25th, that is, the day before the first discussion meeting for the First Move, this plan was presented at the press conference by the chairmen of the MKB, Employers' Association North128, GCC, Businesses' Association South-East129 and KvK. They were "quite satisfied" with the First Move, and "words of praise were given to the municipal executive of Groningen one after another"130 at the press conference, it is reported. Supporting the First Move as a whole, they demanded in their plan to take further measures for car traffic, as follows.

5.3	The Things Must Change
According to chapter "1. Introduction", this plan is the "vision of the business community on traffic in Groningen", and was made after "Phase 1 and 2 of the project 'Things May Change' were thoroughly discussed by the representatives of the KvK, MKB, various businesses' association in and around the city, Employers' Association North, EVO, KNV, GCC, Horeca Nederland and Academic Hospital"131. Like the First Move, the plan stresses not only here but also in the succeeding chapters that it is based on the ideas from the directions of thought:
We have to choose, from those ideas that have come forward in the four directions of thought, measures about which we can assume that they form as a whole the optimum that satisfies the demand for mobility on one hand and takes into account the costs in the most general sense on the other.132

Various good ideas from the four directions of thought were integrated into the ultimate "image" that was composed of various measures.133

In chapter "2. Facts", the plan sets out the basic view of the business community on traffic policy. "It cannot prevent automobility from increasing to facilitate public transport and bicycle traffic", and "therefore it is in any case increasingly necessary to expand the road capacity". And already in this chapter, it particularly refers to the necessity for the "outer tangents (buitentangenten)", which are the central demand of this plan. "Based on The City of Tomorrow, two thirds of the city lies outside the ring", and, as a result, "The ring is actually a middle ring". "In other words, an outer ring is lacking"134, it says.

Chapter "3. The Choice" presents measures for each means of transport, and section "3.1 Bicycles" comes first. The plan argues that "Direction 3 constitutes an excellent contribution with regard to bicycles", and in fact its plan map showing "Main bicycle routes" adopts almost entirely the "super bicycle routes" of Direction 3. Concerning the difference with the First Move, which located bicycle routes on the outskirts of the neighbourhoods, the plan argues that, "in our view, the main bicycle routes must be situated right through a neighbourhood and not along a neighbourhood". So, this plan seems to pay more attention to facilitating the use of bicycles than the First Move. On the other hand, however, "At the important bottlenecks where the main bicycle routes cross the main car routes, it will first have to be attempted to make these free of crossing", and "If this is clearly impossible, a certain degree of priority to bicycles can be considered"135(underline by the author), according to the plan. That is why, this plan is actually very cautious in sacrificing car traffic for bicycles.

In section "3.2 Public transport", the plan argues for a "high-quality light-rail system", referring to Direction 4. This should be first realised on the existing railway lines, and later complemented with the "trace Hereweg - Herestraat - Nieuwe Ebbingestraat - Korreweg - Berlageweg - Beijum"136. So, differently from the First Move, it chooses to run the light-rail on Hereweg and Nieuwe Ebbingestraat, indeed in conformity with Direction 4. The plan argues that it "guarantees the maximum 'flesh' on both sides of the line" to lead the line "right through the residential or employment area". It seems to pay more attention to facilitating also the use of public transport than the First Move. As examples of this light-rail, it mentions those in Grenoble and Straatsburg, and "There is obviously a huge difference in quality and appeal between a throbbing bus and a softly vibrating, futuristic-oriented and almost noiseless tram"137. However, it seems that the business community had not yet reached an agreement about the necessity for such light-rail. Because the conclusion of the plan is at most that "The business community considers investigating jointly the possibility of such extra line".

Concerning public transport, the plan also supports transferia. As seen in the earlier quotation from the information bulletin, Inner City Better, the business organisations had expressed their support for transferia even before the Things May Change started. In addition, the plan argues for introducing a "progressive parking fee in the inner city" "to make it interesting in terms of costs for workers in the inner city to use transferia"138. However, as these quotations indicate, the business organisations argued for a progressive parking fee as well as transferia, to a degree that these measures could facilitate the use of public transport by commuters and, as a result, contribute to "necessary car traffic" such as customers by car and freight traffic. Therefore, of course, this plan does not ask for realising bus lanes between the transferia and the inner city. Rather in the next section, "3.3 Car traffic", it states that "The business community welcomes the idea proposed by the municipality of allowing cars turning right to use bus lanes", and demands to "design a bus lane in such a manner that a bus always has a free lane, but cars can run behind the bus" with the "contemporary electronic device"139. Or, of course, the business community could not accept such a progressive parking fee as restrain even the use of garages by customers, as proposed by Direction 1.

The section dealing with car traffic comes finally, but occupies the most pages. Showing a plan map (Figure 14) at the beginning, the plan states that "this is a target image that is relevant far beyond the year 2010"140, and "is constituted based on the tangent system"141. "In this way, a central ring, middle ring and outer ring emerge", it says as if this idea originated from Direction 1, which proposed three concentric "distribution rings". However, because, while "a system of ring roads and radials sucks traffic so to speak inward", "A tangent system leads traffic along the built-up area as much as possible"142, the plan chooses the latter system. Therefore, the road network of this plan is fundamentally different from that of Direction 1. In fact, the plan afterwards does not use those words such as "a central ring" and so on, which are not shown on the plan map. In chapter 2, the plan argues that the existing ring roads would become "a middle ring", while the existing ring roads are defined as the "outer ring" in Direction 1.


Figure 14:   The tangent system of the Things Must Change

According to the plan, this tangent system consists of three kinds of tangents, that is, "outer tangents", "middle tangents" and "centre tangents". And after the plan expresses the support for the First Move as a whole, saying that "In the (temporary) vision of the college, we find many points (the majority) with which we can heartily agree"143, it argues that, "however, there is an important deficiency" with the First Move. "The business community finds that the municipality of Groningen must at least reserve the option for some outer tangents"144, emphasises the plan with an underline. That is why, the most unsatisfactory to the business community was the fact that the First Move proposed as a new ring road only Zuidtangent, or "southern outer tangent" in the words of the plan Things Must Change, and the plan insists on realising the similar tangents also in the west and east, and even two fold in the north of the city in the long term. In addition, as long as the "western outer tangent" is concerned, the plan leaves the door open for realising it "in the medium term"145.

Defending its view that such a huge expansion of the road capacity is necessary, the plan poses a question, "Are there already in the year 2010 systems replacing cars on the market, which will make a large part of the built-up area car-free?" Although "These systems surely come somewhere in the following century", "Until that time, we will still have to satisfy a substantial part of our needs for mobility with cars and roads", and "This is, alas, a reality"146, it laments. Therefore, according to the business organisations, the road network shown in Figure 14 was essential, as long as such "systems replacing cars" were not realised, which even the GroenLinks or ENFB did not advocate and seems almost impossible to realise even in "the following century", that is, 21st century. And in the short term, the plan argues for "some substantial expansions of the capacity"147 of the existing ring roads.

On the other hand, with regard to the approach routes to the inner city, which are called "centre tangents" in this plan, it demands to add the route Zonnelaan - Prinsesseweg to the five routes adopted in the First Move. In addition, "as long as a large part of the tangent system has not yet been realised, the current eight approach routes (including Hereweg and Paterswoldseweg) must be maintained in any case and improved"148, it insists. Concerning the route Zonnelaan - Prinsesseweg among them, when the closure of Noorderplantsoen was being disputed, residents around the park rather pressed for measures against through traffic on it, such as narrowing the width of the roadway and introducing a speed limit of 30 km/h.

The business organisations were not sure whether the construction of a bridge on the extension of Bornholmstraat, as proposed by the First Move, would be enough to clear up congestion at the intersections of Europaweg, which was regarded as part of middle tangents, Sontweg and Damsterdiep. Therefore the plan suggests "studying this bottleneck in relation to the surrounding road structure"149 in the "study area" shown on the plan map.

With regard to the parking spaces in and around the inner city, while pressing for the "immediate construction of the five parking garages"150, the plan also states separately that "there must be sufficient parking opportunities for short-time parking in and around the centre"151, indicating that the business community would not settle for these five parking garages. In fact, at the press conference, the chairman of the MKB, Vogd, said as follows:
If these are completed, Groningen has about 6,000 spaces (…) but we are not yet pleased with this. Comparable cities have 12,000.152

Moreover, the plan insists that "there should be a sufficient number of ultra-short-time parking spaces in the inner city in a well dispersed manner"153, with the maximum parking time, for example, 30 minutes. Based on these arguments, it would be impossible to realise a large pedestrian area in the inner city, let alone the car-free inner city.

The most clearly reflecting the wishes of the business community is the last chapter, "4 Priorities". "As long as the business community is concerned, there are actually two serious bottlenecks"154, that is, "South-Groningen" and the inner city, and the plan lists the following measures for each area. These measures "have the highest priority", and "can be worked on in the short term"155.
1. Accessibility of a large part of South-Groningen
- Constructing the southern outer tangent (…) and Euvelgunnetracé;
- Active transport management with businesses;
- Realising the main bicycle routes Hereweg, Paterswoldseweg and Bornholmstraat - Europaweg;
- Studying the connection over the canal Bornholmstraat - Damsterdiep in relation to the bottleneck at the intersection Sontweg/ Europaweg.156

2. Accessibility of the inner city
a. In the short term, improving the capacity of the approach routes;
- Hoendiep - A-weg;
- Zonnelaan - Prinsesseweg - Wilhelminakade;






b. Upgrading the function of flowing traffic of the middle tangents (Europaweg - Petrus Campersingel - etc. - Eikenlaan - Pleiadenlaan) through;
- emphasising the function of flowing traffic of these roads on one hand
and
- indirectly facilitating the flow of traffic on the eastern ring road and extending it over Euvelgunnetracé on the other.
c. Constructing quickly the five planned parking garages along Diepenring;
d. Dynamic parking and route signposting.157

The construction of Zuidtangent and Euvelgunnetracé, which should be realised in the medium term in the First Move, stands at the top, regarded as the "first priority"158 by this plan. The so-called inner ring is designated as the "middle tangents", and is rather required to "emphasise the function of flowing traffic159" in order to accept through traffic in the short term. On the other hand, related to other means of transport than cars is only the measure of "Realising the main bicycle routes Hereweg, Paterswoldseweg and Bornholmstraat - Europaweg", where bike paths had already been realised. The above list does not even include realising transferia. Priority is evidently overwhelmingly granted to facilities for cars. While, as far as public transport and bicycles are concerned, the plan willingly accepts ideas from the directions of thought, it substantially sticks to its own policy with regard to cars. This would be the result of such priority of order. At the press conference, the representatives of the business organisations "exceptionally appreciated" not only the content of the plan but also its process, through which they could be involved in planning with citizens and their organisations. The following is the comment made by the chairman of the KvK, P. van der Zee:
Through this, we were also forced to search our hearts. (…) In order to keep traffic manageable, we must try to restrain automobility. We want to cooperate on it.160

However, such a comment is in fact not reflected in the plan Things Must Change at all. There remained a profound conflict of opinions between the business organisations on one hand and the citizens' and residents' organisations on the other. At the following discussion meetings, this diametric relationship came to the surface.

5.4	Discussion meetings
The discussion meetings were scheduled for November 26th and December 2nd. The "discussion themes" for each of the meetings were chosen as follows, taking into account those questions in the preceding questionnaire to which responses were divided:
November 26th
discussion theme 1: Public transport network
discussion theme 2: Distinction between necessary traffic and unnecessary traffic
discussion theme 3: Car traffic within the ring roads
discussion theme 4: Parking particularly for the shopping public

December 2nd
discussion theme 1: Parking in the peel
discussion theme 2: Car traffic
discussion theme 3: Bicycle traffic
discussion theme 4: The elderly/ disabled
discussion theme 5: Phasing

The objective of these meetings was "to investigate to what extent further agreement can be reached" on the above themes. While the public were invited to these meetings at the starting meeting of Phase 3 and in the preceding questionnaire, representatives of the political parties and the citizens' and business organisations were particularly asked to attend. Wethouder Pieters-Stam also attended.

The meetings were on both days chaired by the staff member of the IPP, who first invited opinions on each theme from representatives of the political parties and organisations. These sessions were followed by the discussions including the public. The Nieuwsblad reported about the first meeting on November 26th that "the standpoints of interest groups have not come so closer to each other". As a result, "A doubt grows about the benefit of all the participation from such an early stage"161. In fact, judging from the minutes of both meetings, the opinions of the business camp and those of the environmental camp did not get any closer. For example, concerning what should be regarded as necessary car traffic, the GOB argued that "Businesspeople need all sorts of traffic, and therefore all is necessary traffic", while the ENFB argued for "exemptions for business traffic and the disabled" and that "the rest" should come to the inner city "via transferia by bicycle or public transport". Concerning the parking fee for the garages in and next to the inner city, the Friends of the Earth argued for the "fee higher than 5 guilders" per first hour, because "cars are necessary for almost no one", while the GCC opted for 2 guilders. Concerning whether the road capacity for car traffic can be sacrificed for bike paths or bus lanes, the GOB insisted that the separation of the infrastructures "must not sacrifice cars. Minimum approach is necessary", while the GroenLinks held fast to its opinion that "The separation can sacrifice the capacity for cars. When you make the use of cars unattractive, people take busses or go by bicycle". Concerning how to improve the ring roads, particularly whether Zuidtangent should be constructed, the GOB argued that it is "better to set about the third ring around the city at the same time" as Zuidtangent, while the Environmental Federation argued that, "With Zuidtangent, we make the same mistake as in the Randstad. We must work on the maximum use of alternatives" and the ENFB criticised the municipality, saying that "The ease with which large infrastructure projects are carried through is astonishing when compared with the difficulty that it takes to improve a small piece of bike paths".

That is why, "further agreement" was hardly achieved at these meetings. Moreover, the minutes reveal the fact that almost exclusively the GOB spoke among the business organisations. In relation to this, Frank Broersma of the KvK later recalled these "plenary sessions" as follows:
We had a difficulty with these plenary sessions, where it was attempted to rather more clearly confront various partial interests with each other. You are sacrificed in such a room, if you ask for more asphalt. Businesspeople did not find any meaning in participating in them.162

Also in the past traffic planning, the business organisations had demanded the municipality to arrange consultations with them, separately from the public. Such an attitude had not changed after all. Possibly because they could not realise, after experiencing various opportunities for participation, that their views and those put forward by citizens' organisations or residents were getting closer.

On the other hand, through the discussion between Pieters-Stam and participants, it had become clear that the municipality had still hardly examined measures for public transport. Concerning the location of the transferia, Pieters-Stam rather asked opinions from the participants, saying that "I would like to better know whether that must be a little bit farther away from the city, for example at the Postiljonhotel in Haren, or as close to the inner city as possible"163. Because the policy for public transport as a whole was not presented either, the ROVER suspended judgement about the light-rail as follows:
We have not yet reached a conclusion. Too many data are lacking. If the construction of one excellent tram line means that the rest of public transport is dismantled, we oppose it.164

Like the business organisations, Pieters-Stam proposed the parking fee of 2 guilders, and held on to the construction of the five parking garages. However, her explanation for their necessity was not necessarily clear:
Businesspeople/ retail form an important part of the economic function of this city. Therefore, the customers must be able to come easily. This is possible in various manners.

These discussion meetings turned out to be the last "unofficial" opportunities for  public participation, which was offered in the Things May Change, although not required by the law. From the next year, 1997, a normal procedure proceeded, that is, the announcement by the B&W of its proposal to the municipal council, followed by the official procedure for participation and finally the decision by the municipal council.

5.5	The Concept-College-Proposal
The B&W made a "more definitive proposal" to the municipal council, Concept-College-Proposal165, "with the help of these visions and results of discussion", which "citizens, interest groups and political parties (…) particularly put forward through the organised discussion meetings"166. This proposal was titled "The Accessible City Livable"167, and was presented by Pieters-Stam on February 10th, 1997. At the presentation, she said that "we are convinced that there is support in the city" for this proposal. In addition, she stressed, as the fruit of participation, that mutual understanding had developed among citizens:
When businesspeople not only argue that Zuidtangent must be constructed, but also ask for the car-free inner city and high-quality public transport facilities, we have achieved something. In the ateliers, an insight into each other's problems arose from various groups, and that is an important winning point.168

The Concept succeeds the First Move as it is, just amending the wording, and adds to it sentences, sections and chapters, which we will see in the following.

5.5.1	Necessary car traffic
The Concept supplements the parking policy for customers coming to the inner city by car. While arguing for "expanding the car-limited inner city (replacing on-street parking by parking in the garages)", it argues for "reserving the remaining parking metres in the inner city (about 900) as many as possible for the visit to the inner city". "For this, spaces for the residents of the inner city are reserved in the parking garages"169, it says. That is why, the Concept actually leaves a rather large number of on-street parking spaces, and tries to make them available to as many customers as possible, through shifting cars of the residents, which currently occupied most of those on-street parking spaces, into the parking garages.

In order to facilitate the efficient use of the planned five parking garages and the P+R-City Bus facilities as well as these on-street parking spaces, the Concept proposes the following parking fee system and the maximum parking time, which it generally calls the "progressive fee":
- parking in parking garages, with the fee raised after the third hour
- on-street parking with the maximum parking time of one hour in Inner City South and along Diepenring
- parking on specific parking clusters for ultra-short-time parking in the inner city (maximum parking time of 20 minutes)
NB: The fee will be differentiated on the various parking locations within and near the inner city.170

The ultra-short-time parking was to be provided near the centre of the inner city, as the business organisations had demanded. In addition, with regard to the P+R City Bus facilities, the Concept designates the Bastion and Martini Trade Park/ Gasunie as the "overflow locations", which are used when the car parks on Sontweg and Zaanstraat are full. These locations would be served by "regular city and regional transport and, on big days, additional transport"171.

The Concept also specifies the pay parking in the peel neighbourhoods, which is aimed at restraining commuter traffic by car. It would start with Hortusbuurt, Inner City East, Oosterparkwijk, Oosterpoortbuurt, Herewegbuurt, Rivierenbuurt and Zeehelden/ Schildersbuurt, while the parking permit for residents would cost the actual expense to maintain the system, that is, 80 guilders per year.

Concerning the intersections of Europaweg, Sontweg and Damsterdiep, the Concept states that a solution should not be limited to the construction of a bridge but examined from a wider and various angles, in conformity with the Things Must Change:
To improve this situation, a more detailed "Study zone-AZG" (the route Asingastraat - Petrus Camperssingel - Europaweg and intersections with Damsterdiep en Griffeweg) will have to show particularly the necessity for a short-cut (running parallel) connection Bornholmstraat - Damsterdiep (via a bridge newly built over Eemskanaal). This study also examines the location and function of Diepenring along the eastern part of the inner city, the opening by public transport of South-East and the flow of traffic of public transport and bicycles, including all the alternative routes.172

Related to this problem, while the First Move regarded it as the medium-term task to "improve the opening structure of South-East", the Concept divides this into the "first stage" and "second stage", and includes the former ("parallel structure and bypasses"173) in the short-term projects. This also reflects the demand of the business organisations.

5.5.2	Public transport and bicycles
Concerning high-quality public transport between the inner city and the transferia, the Concept a little bit amends the wording of and adds words to the First Move. For example, while the First Move mentioned the "new high-quality material (quiet, clean, comfortable)", the Concept replaces this phrase with the "new high-quality material (quiet, clean, comfortable and rapid), with which we work on an urban tram and urban and regional light-rail system that can be connected and extended". As shown by this example, however, these modifications do not add to the substance of the First Move at all. On the other hand, the Concept adds the new subsection "B. P+R locations (transferia and city bus)" to section "1. Public transport" of chapter 3. At the beginning of this subsection, the Concept states that "P+R-transferia will play an important role in absorbing unnecessary regional (car) traffic"174, indicating that the transferia are mainly intended for commuters, not customers. Successively, it lists various criteria in selecting the sites for the transferia, but the proposals themselves are the same as those in the First Move, such as "in total five transferia"175. It also succeeds five public transport axes, and again without telling anything about each of these axes, it just presents the following "order of priority" in realising them "before the year 2005":
A. The light-rail on the exisiting railway lines
B. The first urban line: Reitdiepsplein/ Zernike - inner city - central station - Martini Ziekenhuis on Van Swietenlaan
C. Possibly high quality public transport on the connection Roden - Peize/ Leek - transferium - Peizerweg - Station Area South
D. Future perspective: urban and regional rail network that can be extended and connected.176


Figure 15:   Public transport axes in the Concept


Among these, the line running through the inner city (B) is shifted to Boterdiep in the north of the inner city, according to the plan map (Figure 15), but within the inner city it still takes the same route as in the First Move, which must be extremely difficult to realise. It seems to be a highly unrealistic schedule to realise not only this line but also A, C and D before 2005. Moreover, the Concept adds a formidable hurdle to realising high-quality public transport. Although, on these axes, "we work on separating means of transport as much as possible", as stated in the First Move, the Concept adds to this a sentence, saying that "on condition that this does not lead to more congestion for car traffic". Successively it introduces another condition that "The existing physical structure of the (inner) city forms the starting point (…). Based on this, public transport is completely accommodated in the existing public space of the city"177. According to the latter condition, high-quality public transport must be realised within the physical boundaries of the existing roads and railway lines. Therefore, when it runs on the existing railway lines, it has to be inserted into the existing train schedule. When it runs on the existing roads, it must use neither exclusive bus lanes nor exclusive light-rail lines, judging from the former condition. But then how can it be "high-quality"?

As an almost only concrete proposal concerning high-quality public transport, the Concept puts forward a fee of "2.50 guilders for parking and return trip per parking space"178. At the preceding discussion meetings, however, Pieters-Stam proposed a fee of 2 guilders per first hour for the parking garages in the inner city. With these fees, it is cheaper for customers to go to the inner city by car, if they stay there less than one hour.

With regard to other public transport than high-quality public transport, the Concept adds the following sentences:
For the rest of transport, we will strive for improvement dependent on demand (opening network). Dependent on the amount of the concrete demand, we work on regular public transport (with fixed schedule and material adjusted to demand) or choose a call system with "transport from door to door" (transport on demand).179

This is rather an elementary principle in providing public transport services. It should have been presented how the B&W understood the current demand and what kind of services it planned to provide.

Also concerning bicycles, nothing new is substantially added to the First Move. For example, the Concept succeeds the "high-quality bicycle structure" as it is, whose utility and feasibility is highly questionable. According to the Concept, however, this is the "high-quality and comfortable bicycle structure", adding one modifier. Moreover, it calls this "super bicycle routes", borrowing only the name from Direction 3.

5.5.3	Traffic safety
To improve the residential environment, the First Move argued for "introducing woonerven, 30 km/h areas, parking for those concerned and concentrating through traffic on main routes". Among these measures, while the Concept deletes "woonerven", it mentions "30 km/h areas" and "concentrating through traffic on main routes" also in the newly added section "9. Traffic safety" of chapter 3. However, this section includes only one sentence of "continuing the existing effort to establish resort areas180 (30 km/h areas) and treat car traffic on the main arteries"181. It is utterly unclear what "the existing effort to establish resort areas" means. In addition, those words such as "main arteries (hoofdaders)" and "main routes" are still defined nowhere. This time, however, the names of types of roads are listed. According to the Concept, roads other than the ring roads can be classified into "five functional road types", that is, "regional approach routes, inter-neighbourhood connections (interwijkverbindingen), neighbourhood opening roads (wijkontsluitingswegen), Diepenring and other roads". But first of all, the legend of the plan map (Figure 16) includes neither "interwijkverbindingen" nor "wijkontsluitingswegen". Because the "Wijkontsluitende wegen" in the legend is presumably the latter, the "Wegen met bovenwijkse functie" (roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods) must be the former. But it is still impossible to see whether


Figure 16:   The road network in the Concept


the road network on this plan map is suitable. Because the Concept does not specify the function and profile of these types of roads at all, just saying that "A particular design profile with specific characteristics will be worked out per road type"182. It does not even tell which types are included in the "main arteries" or "main routes". On the other hand, other measures mentioned in section "9. Traffic safety" are also very general, such as "tackling dangerous (crossing) points and (school) routes"183.

The First Move substantially integrated the demands of the business organisations, while paying just perfunctory attention to facilitating public transport and bicycles and improving the residential environment. As can be seen in the above, such nature of the First Move is further enhanced in the Concept.

As a matter of course, however, the B&W itself highly appreciates this proposal in the last chapter, "5. How Further (Organisation)", which is added to the First Move. According to the B&W, the "task" assigned to this process was to make a traffic policy ensuring that "the city remains accessible, taking into account the quality aspects of livability and sustainability", and moreover to obtain support for this policy from "the majority of the citizens involved in traffic and those involved in traffic who use the whole urban facilities". The B&W argues that "we have succeeded to a significant degree" in this task, and this success "has been, in terms of the content, reflected in this policy plan", that is, the Concept. More surprisingly, beyond the statement by Pieters-Stam, although the public have not yet responded to this proposal, the B&W concludes with the perfect tense that, "In terms of the process, this has led to the desired support not only under the citizens of the city and region but also under the various interest groups"184.

Immediately, however, the B&W comes up with an idea that is almost equal to a self-denial of the achievement of participation. It proposes establishing "two sounding board groups" so that it can "continuously use information on traffic from society and at the same time test the attempt at new policy". One consists of the "various interest groups in the field of traffic (ROVER, ENFB etc.) and the environment (Friends of the Earth, Environmental Federation etc.)", and the other consists of the "organised businesspeople"185. Therefore, although Pieters-Stam stressed an increase of mutual understanding among citizens, the B&W actually recognises that these two camps cannot yet discuss openly at the same place.





In Groningen in the past, it had always been business organisations that expressed harsh criticism whenever traffic plans were published. The Concept, however, encountered criticism mainly from residents' organisations.

The eleven residents' organisations around the inner city established the "Platform Groningen Livable & Accessible"186, and asked for fundamentally modifying the proposal, criticising the B&W for "anxiously avoiding a substantial choice". The essence of their arguments is represented by the fact that "Livable" is placed before "Accessible" in its name, contrary to the Concept. They sent a "stiff letter" dated February 20th to the B&W and party groups in the municipal council. In the letter, they argue that "the municipality builds too many parking garages and leaves intact too spacious main traffic arteries in the direction of the centre". They also oppose measures to improve the flow of traffic for which "buildings or green must be sacrificed". As a result of these measures, motorists "would be insufficiently guided to or forced to remain on the ring roads", and therefore "the planned transferia and the pursued improvement in the quality of public transport are destined to fail", they insist. Moreover, car traffic would drastically increase in their neighbourhoods, and "Traffic noise and pollution, unsafety and a nuisance caused by parking undermines comfort". It is also disappointing to them that "through traffic beyond neighbourhoods is not kept out"187.

According to the letter, their representatives had "fully participated" in the process Things May Change. That is why, "They are all the more disappointed with what the municipality has done with the results of the process". Particularly referring to the poll in Phase 1, they argue that it "has made it clear that the majority wishes stronger measures to restrain the further growth of car traffic". Without responding to these wishes, "The plan has absolutely insufficient support". They press for "really choosing park and ride systems, transferia and the renewal of public transport"188.

The representative of the Platform, J. Blom, attended the participation evening on March 11th, which attracted about 100 people, and expressed the opinion directly to Pieters-Stam. Since it submitted the letter, "the Platform has still grown and can speak for (almost) all the neighbourhoods within the ring roads"189, according to him. Based on the measures proposed in the Concept, "Car traffic will further grow, with all its consequences for the city and residential environment", "Public transport will flop" and "The same is the case with the transferia", he expected. Because "who will park the car there (at the transferia - by the author), if you can go even to Grote Markt by car?" That is why, residents around the inner city thought that their residential environment would be undermined through an dramatic increase in car traffic of customers, even if the pay parking introduced in their neighbourhoods could restrain commuter traffic, and that customers as well as commuters should as a matter of course use the transferia, and otherwise the transferia would not be financially sustainable. He also repeated the complaint that the results of participation were not respected. "A broad discussion was organised, but too little was done with it", and particularly "too little was done with the poll, which was responded by thousands of citizens of Groningen", he said. For example, the poll revealed that "citizens give preference to public transport, but don't use it", and therefore "Something must be done with the quality of public transport". Facing the Concept, "The Platform has an idea that a discussion was conducted, but there was a thick hidden agenda beneath the discussion". He again denied the existence of public support, saying that "there is no support for this policy, in any case no support in the neighbourhoods within the ring roads". And finally he mentioned the VCP as a model to be followed:
The municipality has shown spirit with the traffic circulation plan. It would do honour to the municipality, if it again chooses such a really innovative policy. The Platform is prepared to further talk to the municipality about it.

The residents' organisations around the inner city also separately expressed the similar opinions, and particularly raised an objection to the policy of rather willingly accepting customers by car. For example, at the participation evening, the representative of the Residents' Organisation Inner City East190, C. Willemsen, argued that "It is strange that the municipality accepts that people take cars, if they do the shopping", and warned that "A fierce demonstration must be organised by the residents' organisation, if the 'roof' (parking garages - by the author) is first built", before the "foundation" (transferia) is built. The Neighbourhood Consultation Oosterpoort191 submitted a written opinion, in which it argues that "the definition of 'necessary traffic' was formulated too broadly. The shopping public are by no means necessary traffic"192, and presses for a higher parking fee. The Neighbourhood Council Laanhuizen193 also submitted a written opinion. It poses a question "why so many parking garages were planned in the inner city", and expects that "These will increase the pressure of traffic in the neighbourhoods around the inner city, and undermine the effectiveness of the transferia"194. At the participation evening, its representative, H. Stavasius, asked Pieters-Stam "what necessary car traffic precisely is".

On the other hand, the proposals to construct or widen roads aroused opposition among residents along those roads. To the resurrected plan to interpose Rodeweg into the approach route, residents along Rodeweg and the northern part of Nieuwe Ebbingestraat expressed determined opposition. If this plan were carried through, they would "be driven out of their houses with noise and stench", and therefore "we will oppose this with all the possible means"195, they declared. They attended the participation evening, and criticised the municipality for "just brushing aside" "various alternative plans" that they had put forward in the meantime. They also pointed out that the principle that "the shopping public must be generously given access by car" was not consistent with the policy of realising high-quality public transport. In addition, the written opinion submitted by the Initiative Group Preserve Rodeweg196 argues, based on the results of the poll, that the "starting point in the plan conflicts with the wishes of the majority of the citizens", who asks for "restraining car traffic"197.

To Zuidtangent and the plan to widen the southern ring road, which was also being examined by the national government, the Neighbourhoods Consultation Southern Ring Road198 made an objection. The Consultation, which was joined by "various residents' organisations along the southern ring road"199, expressed anxiety that these measures "would undermine comfort too much"200. As an alternative, its written opinion advocates the construction of a "several kilometres of tunnel"201 under the current southern ring road, which is named an "underground tangent202". Its representative, H. de Vries, argued for "no Zuidtangent but an underground tangent" at the participation evening.

Residents along Peizerweg, which was designated as one of the public transport axes, also raised a serious objection. At the participation evening, they brought up one after another a nuisance that would be caused by increased bus traffic, insisting that "residents absolutely do not agree with this". They expressed their opposition to this axis also in a written opinion with about 100 signatures, in which they put forward an alternative of connecting the transferium with the inner city via A7.

5.6.2	Citizens' organisations
The citizens' organisations also made criticisms that were related to the substantial parts of the Concept. In its written opinion, the ROVER argues that "The municipality must make a clear choice of public transport, bicycles and pedestrians", while "Extra investments for cars are not necessary". The sector boundaries of the VCP "must be maintained, except for the city distribution", and moreover "The sector boundaries must be extended to the ring roads", as in the plan by the GroenLinks. "The transferia must be placed in the region as much as possible", so that the travelling distance by car is minimised. The ROVER also cautions that "The tram lines must not sacrifice the fineness of public transport"203.

Likewise, the ENFB criticises the municipality for "making no real choice in the traffic plan" in its written opinion. To be concrete, it "misses in the plan main bicycle routes through the inner city"204, and asks for "more attention to bicycle parking facilities in the inner city, directly next to the institutions and shops"205. Although the members of the ENFB had participated in the Things May Change from the beginning, this written opinion casts doubt on the meaning of such participation, saying that "The discussions lead to lists of measures, without being well founded in terms of traffic engineering and finance"206. The Environmental Federation also submitted a critical written opinion, according to which "the measures for the sake of motorists dominate in terms of scope and certainty. The proposals for alternatives are meagre and the financial foundation is uncertain"207.

Although not directly to the Concept, an opposition campaign against the parking garage under Grote Markt, for which the Concept left the door open, had got into full swing just after the Concept was presented. In February, the Friends of the Earth took action of blocking with the bicycle chain lock the main entrance to the department store, V&D, along Grote Markt, which was regarded as promoting this garage behind the scenes. Subsequently in March, the Friends of the Earth and ENFB jointly carried out a "bicycle demonstration" on the possible approach routes to this garage, based on the following argument:
This garage stimulates the use of cars, and is already only for this reason completely against all the public policy. It is time that the municipality made real choices. Stimulating bicycles means discouraging the use of cars and investing in the space for bicycles.208

That is why, not a few residents' and citizens' organisations had objections to the essential parts of the Concept. Its early conclusion that "this has led to the desired support (…) " turned out to be indeed too early.

5.6.3	The defence
Against these mounting objections, Pieters-Stam strived to defend the Concept at the participation evening. To the repeated argument that car traffic of customers would dramatically increase, and as a result the residential environment would be undermined on one hand and the transferia would fail on the other, she replied as follows:
An important part of the policy is the transferia. At this moment when a commuter can park his car free in, for example, a surrounding neighbourhood, he will never use the transferia. (…) Parking facilities should be provided on the outskirts of the city in order to offer a parking opportunity to people who want to go to the city by car. At the same time, there remain parking facilities in the city for necessary car traffic. (…)
For a short visit to the city, also for particular groups of people, there must be possibilities of parking cars. The possibility of parking around the centre is always necessary when a city is not only a residential city but also a dynamic city with many business activities. (…)
By necessary car traffic, it is intended that the city must remain accessible for cars that must be there (freight traffic, those who are dependent on cars and car traffic that fits into the function of the city). Commuter traffic is traffic with which people move from A to B, leave their cars and subsequently again return. These people can come with another means of transport. (…) Cars are part of the economic function of the city. (…)
For the economic function of the inner city and the function of the shops in the inner city, however, it is important that various categories of people can come to the inner city.

These remarks indeed indicated that the transferia were mainly intended for commuters, and sufficient parking spaces were provided in the inner city for customers coming by car, but did not articulate so. She never even used the word "customers", just repeating general words such as "necessary car traffic" "a short visit" and "various categories of people". Moreover, these remarks just substantiated anxiety among residents, rather than relieving it. While leaving the objectives of the Concept obscure, she argued repeatedly as if this proposal aimed at restraining car traffic as a whole:
This is a good and balanced plan. We work to maximum on restraining automobility, improving the quality of public transport, the use of bicycles (...)
The plan intends to restrain the growth of traffic with all the possible measures, in conformity with the plans that exist at the national level. All the measures that must be taken are based on it.

Surprisingly, however, while stressing the necessity of improving public transport to curb car traffic, she professed that it was an "illusion" to expect so much in it:
It is an illusion to suppose that large expenses will be made available to stimulate public transport. It needs much more passengers to be able to grow. The facilities can not be improved with the current financial means. (…) Public transport can not be expanded for the time being, because there is no financial means for it.

If this statement was correct, it would mean that the Concept, which argued for giving "qualitative impulse" to public transport or realising "high-quality public transport", was exactly giving an illusion. The schedule of realising the public transport axes before 2005 was naturally impossible, as expected.

With regard to Rodeweg, she replied that "Rodeweg should constitute a part of the approach route from Bedumerweg to Boterdiep", and held on to the original plan also concerning the public transport axis on Peizerweg, saying that "Peizerweg will become a through traffic route for busses and cyclists". To the alternative plan of shifting this axis to A7, which was put forward by residents, she replied that "The busses are run through residential neighbourhoods (…). (…) city busses must be able to pick up as many passengers as possible to remain profitable". Of the area along Peizerweg, however, the eastern half was (and is still) an industrial area and a park, while the western half was a low-rise residential area clustered only along the road. Therefore, it would hardly contribute toward increasing passengers to locate the public transport axis on this road. Rather based on the policy of "separating the main infrastructures cars/ public transport, where possible", this axis would have avoided A7, settling on Peizerweg. Furthermore, "ms. Pieters does not know how many busses will precisely run on Peizerweg and how", according to the minutes of the participation evening. So, high-quality public transport had actually not yet been examined in detail.

Although Pieters-Stam hardly accepted demands or criticisms from the residents' and citizens' organisations, she expressed a willingness to further consult with the residents' organisations. Particularly she promised the Platform to arrange a consultation, "exactly because the Platform represents such a large group of residents".

5.6.4	Business organisations
In contrast to the residents' and citizens' organisations, the business organisations responded to the Concept rather quietly. At the participation evening, the number of times they spoke was very few, and, moreover, a critical opinion was expressed only by L. Gazendam of the GOB. She opposed the measure proposed in the Concept to make Radesingel, which was part of Diepenring, one-way from the northeast to the southwest, shifting the opposite direction to the route Griffeweg → Europaweg → Damsterdiep. This measure was included in response to the complaint about huge through traffic from residents along Radesingel. She insisted that this would undermine accessibility to those planned parking garages. For the rest of businesspeople, for example, F. Grunewald ("businessman of the inner city") "is pleased with the sense of reality of ms. Pieters", after hearing her saying that "The possibility of parking around the centre is always necessary", and asked for "inviting also the large group of businesspeople once more separately, when a large group of citizens is invited for a consultation". Or, the spokesman of the GCC, Ypey, made an objection to the suggestion that "businesspeople are arguing only for car traffic", without criticising the Concept itself. According to him, "the businesspeople even welcome" the "intention to work on good public transport". As a matter of course, however, he did not oppose the construction of the parking garages in terms of facilitating public transport, as the residents' and citizens' organisations did.

The written opinions reveal similar responses. During the official period for submitting written opinions, 43 opinions in total were submitted. Among them, only three were from the business organisations. According to the opinion jointly submitted by the twelve organisations, including the MKB, KvK and GCC, they "agree for the most part" with the Concept. They miss the "long-term vision" in it, and ask for "reserving the land for a new outer tangent (in conformity with the Regional Vision)"209, as their plan Things Must Change argued. Concerning the above mentioned measure for Radesingel, they demand not to enforce it until congestion at the intersection of Europaweg and Sontweg is cleared up. The Consultation Business Parks Groningen210 submitted a written opinion focusing on this issue around Radesingel. It also expresses concern over the possibility of increasing congestion there, and argues for postponing the decision about this measure until the municipality has completed the study on this intersection and its surroundings, which was proposed in the Concept. The remaining written opinion from the business community was submitted by the Businesses' Association Hoendiep211, which asks for improving accessibility to the industrial area Hoendiep.

Therefore, the business organisations supported the Concept as a whole, and asked only for some modifications to it. Lastly, considering the fact that the Concept hardly presented measures for existing bus lines, we take a look at the written opinion submitted by bus companies, VEONN, GADO and GVB. They argue that "the existing techniques (busses) can also offer a substantial contribution toward limiting automobility", and demand to "give high priority to the flow of bus traffic". In addition, they express concern over the planned parking garages next to the inner city. Because traffic "will increase on the approach roads with these", and "problems related to the flow of traffic can emerge for public transport". They claim that congestion has already reached an "alarming level"212 in the so-called Verbindingskanaal zone, the area to the north of the central station.

5.6.5	The municipal council committee
The municipal council committee Traffic and Transport discussed the Concept on April 9th. Here, eleven citizens were given an opportunity to give statements about the Concept, and a situation like at the participation evening reappeared. Although, based on the promise made by Pieters-Stam, the Platform ought to have consulted with the municipality in the meantime, its representative Blom criticised the Concept further bitterly. According to him, "the associated residents' organisations in the inner city and neighbourhoods around the centre will not agree with the traffic plan", and the Platform "does not want to be used as 'support or the democratic sauce for the plan'". He criticised the municipality as "arrogant" for "not seriously" taking their opinions, and particularly revealed that it put a taboo on the subject, parking garage, at the consultation. He described these parking garages, including one under Grote Markt, as a "gruesome corpse in the cupboard", and warned that these could "wipe the floor with the whole traffic policy and financial foundation". Other staters also made objections to Zuidtangent or Rodeweg one after another, and a "stranger among them" was Gazendam of the GOB, who advanced the only critical opinion from the business community also at the participation evening. She asked for "more space for cars"213, and especially argued for opening the pedestrian area in the inner city to cars in the evening.

Such a difference of opinion between the residents' and citizens' organisations on one hand and the business organisations on the other was reflected in a difference of opinion between political parties. At this municipal council committee, Pieters-Stam "received criticism from many party groups for lacking hard measures to restrain automobility", it is reported. Not only the GroenLinks, SP and Student en Stad, but also the government parties, D66 and PvdA, "had expected that the traffic plan 'The Accessible City Livable' would put forward measures to pull motorists out of their cars". The D66 argued for road pricing on Diepenring, and the PvdA complained that "the plan exercises insufficient control to restrain automobility". Moreover, the Student en Stad expressed a keen disappointment, saying that "the progressive thinking is completely lacking", and the GroenLinks also criticised the Concept for keeping it "attractive to step in the car"214. The traffic group of the GroenLinks had submitted a written opinion beforehand, according to which the Concept commits an "elementary error" by supposing that "the inner city must remain accessible for motorists who want to do the shopping in the city"215. The SP argued at the council committee, like the GroenLinks and ROVER, that "It must become impossible to move by car from one neighbourhood to the other between the ring roads and the inner city"216.

On the contrary, the VVD and CDA were "enthusiastic over the interest that the B&W devotes to accessibility (by car)". Pieters-Stam was even offered a "liberal compliment". However, Hekman of the VVD, who had participated in the Things May Change, again expressed her complaint about this process that "Time presses. We could have achieved more"217.

After receiving these responses from citizens and political parties, the B&W prepared the bill "The Accessible City Livable", that is, the final proposal to the municipal council, which was published on May 15th.


5.7	The final proposal to the municipal council
In "1. Outlines of policy" of the bill, the B&W emphasises that this proposal enjoys broad support of citizens. It declares that "We now present a new traffic policy with broad public support", and insists that "we recognise support for this policy in the provincial and national governments, among businesspeople and residents' organisations". As one of the reasons for this widespread support, it argues that the participants in the Things May Change had widened their perspectives on traffic issues:
The many discussions during the process have enhanced the view on the problem of traffic and the possibilities of solving it among the participants. Most of the participants have become convinced that the growth of car traffic necessitates an intensive policy, with robust investments in a consistent package of measures.

The B&W also argues that it could incorporate opinions of the public from the early stage of the planning process:
Through following the open planning process, we could know already in the early stage and take into account in our plan making the interests of not only social groups but also individual citizens.

If these statements are correct, it means that the Things May Change had achieved its objective in such a manner that the B&W had in mind at the beginning. As a result, the official participation in the Concept "has brought about no substantially new points of view on the outlines of the policy". The B&W "therefore sees no reason to change our proposal on the outlines as a result of the reactions through participation". In fact, however, as seen earlier, the residents' and citizens' organisations expressed many criticisms at the participation evening as well as through written opinions, and the B&W also acknowledges, in "2. Results of participation" of the bill, that, "In spite of broad support, we do not escape from a large number of objections". But immediately it argues that, "Concerning this, remarkable is the fact that these are to a lesser extent against the traffic policy as a whole, but rather against the details of specific measures". And successively, it lists the following modifications in terms of the Concept:
- postponing the decision on the parking route in the southeast of the inner city, in expectation of the results of the study AZG-Fringe zone (Europaweg - Damsterdiep);
- a greater emphasis on the urban bicycle infrastructure and facilities;
- much attention to the design of the public transport axes in terms of traffic engineering, environmental engineering and landscape;
- a greater accent on (social) safety and management;
- further working out the policy related to social and recreational traffic (…);
- also in relation to the above, more intensively enhancing the policy aimed at raising awareness and influencing and changing behaviour;
- the tempo of the implementation (phasing) is dependent on the possibilities of financing.

In "3. Policy on parts", the bill explains the content of the final proposal, including these modifications, but this is substantially a summary of chapter "4. Comment" of the "Document of Reactions and Comment"218, which is a report on the results of official participation and was published at the same time as the bill. So, we will see the final proposal based on this Comment in the following.

5.7.1	Necessary car traffic
In the Comment, the B&W again articulates that it holds on to the plan to construct the five parking garages, which had attracted many criticisms from the residents' and citizens' organisations. In justification of this policy, the B&W stresses that the construction of these garages is a predetermined policy, which has already been approved by the municipal council. According to the Comment, the parking policy in this proposal is the "continuation of the started policy 'Inner City Better', which was decided by the municipal council in 1993", and "the plan Inner City Better promised to realise new parking garages on Ossenmarkt, Boterdiep, Damsterdiep, Verlengde Zuiderdiep (under construction) and Westerhaven"219. This explanation is clearly contrary to the fact. As can be seen in the plan map (Figure 17) of the Inner City Better, included in this plan were three parking garages (toekomstige parkeergarage) on Boterdiep, Verlengde Zuiderdiep and Westerhaven. It was rather an agreement between the municipality and the business organisations to build these five parking garages, and the municipal council approved sales tax to accept the contribution for their construction cost from businesspeople in July 1995, that is, at the very last minute before the Things May Change started. In addition, at the beginning of the Things May Change, Pieters-Stam stated that "the complete traffic policy of the past is discussible"220, including the VCP. In fact, the ateliers in Phase 2 discussed the necessity for these garages, and the list of questions about the First Move also included a question concerning these garages.

Figure 17:   The Inner City Better
(The names of places are added by the author)


In the Comment, the B&W explains the necessity for the five parking garages as follows:
We find the construction of these parking garages necessary both for visitors and for the residents of the city in the short to medium term. Certainly, because a great number of on-street parking spaces have been abolished in the framework of refurbishing public space in the inner city and, at the same time, parking metres are increasingly reserved for visitors.221

However, these garages are to create far more parking spaces than just making up for the lost on-street spaces. For the residents of the inner city, whose on-street parking spaces are converted to spaces for "visitors", it should be sufficient to convert the parking spaces in the existing garages for visitors to those for the residents. In addition, the above quotation shows that the B&W uses the word "visitors", still avoiding the word "customers".

The B&W, again as before, leaves the door open for the parking garage under Grote Markt, saying that "This is conceivable only when it is accompanied by a thorough improvement of Grote Mark"222. And it insists that the construction of these garages does not lead to a huge increase in car traffic to the inner city nor undermine the use of public transport. As a reason for this, the B&W repeatedly mentions in the Comment the effect of the "steering parking policy", which consists of two measures, that is, pay parking and a progressive fee: 
Through introducing pay parking in a broad peel around the inner city and a progressive fee, the amount of car traffic (and surely a nuisance of disturbing cars searching for parking spaces in the residential neighbourhoods around the inner city) will remain almost the same. (…) It will not also result in undermining the proposed public transport and P+R policy to realise the planned parking garages, in combination with a progressive fee and the introduction of pay parking in a broad peel around the inner city. Through introducing a system of a progressive fee with an average starting fee, the basis for economic activities is at least maintained, and possibly further enhanced. At the same time, the use of cars decreases through this.223

According to this quotation, it sounds as if, through pay parking and a progressive fee, the public as a whole were restrained from coming to the inner city by car, and the public as a whole were stimulated to use the transferia. On the other hand, however, we come across some sentences in the Comment indicating that only "unnecessary car traffic" is discouraged to use cars and encouraged to use the transferia:
We work on restraining the growth of unnecessary car traffic (commuter traffic, social and recreational traffic). We do this through sharpening the parking policy, transport management and offering high-quality alternatives. (…)224
However, we work on keeping at a distance the bulk of total traffic, particularly this extra car traffic (so-called unnecessary car traffic). This traffic is absorbed (at public transport nodes) in the region or at P+R places along the ring. (…)
Through providing good alternatives for traffic during peak hours (commuter traffic during the morning and evening rush hours, the recreational shopping public on Saturday, the day for late night shopping and during events) in combination with a highly steering parking policy and transport management initiatives, the increase of traffic pressure on the approach routes can be greatly limited. We try to reserve the approach routes for (economically) necessary traffic as much as possible.225

In fact, restrained by pay parking is car traffic of commuters, which could be just replaced with "(economically) necessary traffic" "during the morning and evening rush hours". With regard to a progressive fee, "The longer and the closer to the inner city people park cars, the more expensive parking is"226, according to the Comment. However, as long as the progressive fee in this proposal is concerned, it is essentially a measure to facilitate the efficient use of parking spaces among customers coming to the inner city by car. With this fee system, customers from the region would park their cars on the streets within the inner city, if they stay for a just short time. If they stay longer, until 3 hours based on this proposal, they would choose the parking garages. If they stay further longer, they would turn to the P+R City Bus facilities, which are still near the inner city. If on-street parking spaces or parking garages are full, they would settle for spaces as close to the inner city as possible. If these three types of parking spaces are all full, then they would finally turn to the transferia. And ensuring such use is the "dynamic traffic management (with an improved system of parking routing with full/ vacant signs, signposting and real-time information facilities on the parking possibilities)"227, as introduced in the Comment. If the parking fee were absolutely high, customers would be restrained from coming by car. But the B&W argues for an "average starting fee". Regardless of the progressive fee, therefore, a huge increase in parking spaces in the parking garages, combined with a huge increase in on-street parking spaces for customers and the expansion of the P+R City Bus facilities, could surely drastically increase car traffic of customers to the inner city. That is why, while car traffic of commuters limited to the morning and evening rush hours would decrease, "necessary car traffic" going in and out all the time could considerably increase, resulting in a substantial increase in car traffic as a whole.

After all, concerning the parking policy, the only "subject of discussion" for the B&W is the "parking route in the southeast of the inner city", that is, the issue around Radesingel. Accepting the demand of the business organisations, the B&W proposes that the decision on this issue should be "postponed in expectation of the results of the study AZG-Fringe zone"228.

The B&W sticks to the plan to integrate Rodeweg into the approach route, although it adds one sentence, saying that "We will try to limit traffic pressure and noise to an acceptable level through complementary policy (steering parking policy, a good supply of alternatives and the use of 'quiet' asphalt)"229. It also again articulates a "preference" for Zuidtangent, just presenting the following general measures to deal with concern among residents:
The residents (…) will suffer no nuisance caused by this new connection through a responsible spatial design (the lower position and the relatively long distance (about 400 metres to, for example, Klein Martijn)). We prevent damage to the ecological structure through this lower position and compensatory measures as much as possible.230

To the "outer tangents", for which the business organisations had repeatedly asked to leave the door open, the B&W responds through including the following policy in the Comment:
To realise the (long-term) plans announced in the Regional Vision, we reserve land. Not only for urban developments but also for a traffic infrastructure.231

5.7.2	Public transport and bicycles
In the Comment, the B&W argues as if public transport would be dramatically improved, making a great contribution toward restraining car traffic, by using phrases such as "A significantly improved supply of transport alternatives"232 and "a good supply of alternatives"233 again and again. However, concrete measures for public transport are still not presented at all, and as a result these phrases sound so empty.

With regard to "high-quality public transport" between the inner city and the transferia, "We hope to be able to realise a dramatic improvement in quality234" of public transport with the help of the results of the study Urban Public Transport". This study "has to show which system (bus, tram/ light-rail or hybrids such as guided-light-transit) yields the largest number of passengers, can be developed most profitably and which network and frequency of service (which routes, location and size of stations/ nodes/ stops) can be best chosen for it", according to the Comment. In other words, all these basic issues are left to this study, and necessarily this proposal itself can present nothing concrete. However, the B&W articulates that, "concerning the public transport routing in the inner city, we succeeds the policy of the Inner City Better"235. In fact, it does not succeed. While the Inner City Better designated the "main axes of public transport (hoofdassen openbaar vervoer)" on the existing main bus routes in the inner city (Figure 17), the B&W does not propose modifying the bold route since the First Move, which runs on Herestraat, Grote Markt and, after traversing the existing residential blocks, is connected with Boterdiep maybe via a new bridge.

Concerning the public transport axis on Peizerweg, which was strongly opposed by the residents along the route, the B&W reveals that this axis would increase busses on the road by three times from about 75 per day to about 225. However, it insists that the environment there would be rather greatly improved:
With the designation as the public transport axis, current Peizerweg obtains a car-limited character, with which through traffic as a result of a traffic jam on A7 can be prevented. Therefore, traffic pressure on Peizerweg will substantially decrease. (…) A leafy shade can be restored. The landscape of pastureland can be maintained.236

As a matter of course, it does not automatically lead to "a car-limited character" just to designate the road as the public transport axis. To exclude through traffic, measures such as cutting the road are essential. However, actually presented in the Comment are only "surfacing with noiseless asphalt", a speed limit of 50 km/h for busses and "providing safe crossings"237, all of which are measures to deal with increased busses. The B&W does not substantiate at all one of the modifications listed in the bill, that is, "much attention to the design of the public transport axes in terms of traffic engineering, environmental engineering and landscape".

On the other hand, concerning the existing bus lines, the B&W puts forward the following policy, in response to opinions from bus companies:
We also pay significant attention to the flow of public transport, particularly in the Verbindingskanaal zone (…). Through adjusting the traffic network in the area around Westerhaven and implementing the measures related to the traffic infrastructure resulting from the studies 'Station Area' and 'AZG-Fringe zone', we can realise an improvement of the flow of public transport.238

However, this was proposed in the Concept (or First Move) as a policy to improve the flow of car traffic in the section "4. Optimising car structure" of chapter 3. In fact, the B&W immediately adds that "This improvement, however, must not sacrifice the capacity for car traffic through, for example, separating infrastructures for various means of transport". Therefore, as the policy in the Concept for the Station Area and AZG-Fringe zone indicated, this could lead to the shift of the existing bus lines to other routes. After all, the B&W concludes regarding public transport that "We give priority to the light-rail on the existing railway lines and some high-quality public transport connections within the city", both of which must be highly difficult to realise, because its parking policy by no means stimulates customers to use public transport, as pointed out earlier.

Concerning bicycles, the B&W specifies one of the modifications listed in the bill, "a greater emphasis on the urban bicycle infrastructure and facilities", as follows;
While realising the radial main bicycle routes presented in "The Accessible City Livable", we will pay special attention to the main bicycle routes between various residential neighbourhoods and the main bicycle routes in the inner city. (…)
We will pay extra attention to safe (protected) parking facilities, both in the daytime and in the evening. Not only at the railway stations/ public transport nodes, P+R locations and central bus stops, but also in the inner city at shops and institutions.239

Presumably, this policy takes into account the demand of the ENFB. However, the plan map itself is not modified, and the Comment does not mention at all where these main bicycle routes between neighbourhoods and in the inner city and the bicycle parking facilities are actually provided.

5.7.3	The residential and living environment
Facing repeated criticisms for not paying sufficient attention to the residential environment, the B&W adds the new section "The residential and living environment", apart from "Traffic safety", in the Comment, and presents the following policy:
Therefore, we strive for attractive and safe residential areas through further introducing 30 km/h areas, a steering parking policy, a dramatic improvement in a supply of transport alternatives to cars and concentrating through traffic and traffic from/ to the inner city on main routes.240

Among these measures, "30 km/h areas" are still not worked out, including in other sections, just saying a broad policy such as "further expansion of resort areas (car-limited areas and 30 km/h zones)"241 and "In resort areas (the inner city, parks and car-limited residential neighbourhoods), a maximum speed of 30 km/h is applied"242. The "steering parking policy" does not guarantee to keep out through traffic, as mentioned earlier. It was also already pointed out that "a dramatic improvement in a supply of transport alternatives" is not substantiated by any concrete measures. On the other hand, concerning "concentrating through traffic (…)", the B&W makes a step forward from the Concept. It defines the role of each type of roads as follows:
The ring roads have not only a through traffic function (…) and distribution function for traffic from and to the city. They also function as the connection between neighbourhoods within the city that are far from each other. (…) Roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods are the connection between neighbourhoods that are close to each other. The neighbourhood opening roads serve to open a neighbourhood onto the urban main road network (roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods, ring roads). Diepenring constitutes the distribution ring for parking.243

Strangely, it does not define the function of the approach routes to the inner city. In addition, the definition of the "roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods" is also strange. According to this definition, the "neighbourhood opening roads", which "serve to open a neighbourhood onto the urban main road network", seem ranked higher, in terms of traffic function, than the roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods. However, the "urban main road network", onto which the former open, includes the roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods. Therefore, the latter actually seem ranked higher. Also judging from the number of designated roads (Figure 16), this must be the case. That is why, the roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods are not appropriately defined. Leaving the definition of each type of roads ambiguous, the B&W after all argues as follows:
All of these urban main routes have a function of flowing traffic and, as a result, a maximum speed of 50 km/h. This is about Diepenring, the approach routes to the inner city, neighbourhood opening roads and roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods. The ring roads have a maximum speed of 70 km/h.244

In the past traffic plans of Groningen, the roads that should accept through traffic, which constituted "main road network" or "main car structure", were limited to the ring roads, Diepenring and the approach routes (or "accessibility routes (bereikbaarheidsroutes)") to the inner city. In the just decided The City of Tomorrow, the "main road structure" consisted only of the ring roads, and Diepenring and the approach routes were described as the "accessibility route". Moreover, in the Starting Memorandum for the Things May Change itself, the B&W pointed out, as one of the reasons for making a new traffic plan, the fact that "some neighbourhood opening roads increasingly function as main routes in terms of intensity" and, as a result, "more and more neighbourhoods ask for preventing through traffic", as quoted earlier. After all, the B&W has accepted this status quo, and rather chosen to remarkably stretch the definition of "main routes", including even the neighbourhood opening roads, and to allow through traffic to run on all of them. However, it would not improve the residential environment to "concentrate" through traffic on so many "main routes". Hereweg and Paterswoldseweg (roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods, according to the plan map) or the route Zonnelaan - Prinsesseweg - Wilhelminakade (neighbourhood opening roads) can all substantially keep on functioning as the approach routes, as the business organisations demanded. With regard to measures against through traffic on these roads, the B&W adds just one sentence, saying that "On roads where nevertheless much through traffic runs, such as Meeuwerderweg in Oosterpoortbuurt, we will take appropriate measures"245.

That is why, in its final proposal to the municipal council, the B&W further integrates the demands of the business organisations, while it substantially hardly meets the demands of the residents' and citizens' organisations, and even appears to give ad-hoc excuses from first to last. However, in the "Appendix 1" to the Document of Reactions and Comment, the B&W more frankly tells the aim of its proposal.

5.7.4	Appendix
At the beginning of this appendix titled "Accountability Traffic Policy for the Area within the Ring Roads", the B&W argues that "The substantial part of the criticisms of the plan 'The Accessible City Livable' is related to the traffic policy for the area within the ring road structure"246, and lists the following criticisms:
- As a result of the construction of many parking garages and the too spacious main traffic arteries to the inner city, car traffic is insufficiently restrained, through which the proposed improvement in the quality of public transport and the planned transferia will fail.
- The plan improperly did not choose to keep out through traffic beyond neighbourhoods within the ring roads. As a solution, a suggestion is made that the area within the ring roads should be divided into some sectors.
(…)
- The plan paid too little attention to the quality of the residential and living environment in the peel.
- The shopping public are by no means necessary traffic.
- The plan made no choice: both investing in public transport/ bicycles and investing in cars.
(…)

According to the B&W, "Considering these criticisms and to exercise good accountability"247, it prepared this appendix. The above criticisms are all by no means limited to the "details of specific measures", as the bill insisted, but rather related to the essence of the proposal. The fact that the B&W bothered to devote a separate appendix to those criticisms suggests that the B&W itself admitted that those essential criticisms were expressed in large numbers.

Subsequently, first, the B&W responds to the criticism that the proposal (Concept) lacks in measures against through traffic. Here, referring to the "starting points" in "planning the road structure", it specifies the role of each type of roads more clearly than in the text:
1. no through traffic (in relation to the area within the ring roads);
2. traffic from the areas outside the ring roads to the centre must be treated via the approach routes;
3. traffic from the neighbourhoods to the centre must be treated on the approach routes, neighbourhood connecting and opening roads;
4. traffic between the adjacent neighbourhoods must be treated via the neighbourhood opening roads and the roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods;
5. traffic between parts of the city must be treated via the ring roads. 248 (numbers by the author)

In other words, cars that have neither origins nor destinations within the ring roads should not pass through the area within the ring roads (starting point 1). Cars coming from outside the ring roads to the inner city should use the approach routes (starting point 2). Cars from inside the ring roads to the inner city can use not only the approach routes but also the "neighbourhood connecting roads", which must mean the roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods, and the neighbourhood opening roads (starting point 3). Cars moving between the adjacent neighbourhoods should use the roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods or the neighbourhood opening roads (starting point 4), while cars moving between the neighbourhoods that are far from each other should use the ring roads (starting point 5). Although the distinction between the roads with a function beyond neighbourhoods and the neighbourhood opening roads is still unclear, these "starting points" themselves seem to be reasonable in terms of keeping through traffic out of the residential neighbourhoods. Successively, however, the B&W insists that the road structure already functions in conformity with these starting points under the existing circumstances, saying as follows:
Obviously, there is no or hardly through traffic (this is traffic that has neither origin nor destination in the area within the ring roads). Traffic from and to the ring roads chooses as direct connections as possible (approach routes and neighbourhood opening roads). As a result, the main structure within the ring roads is not unnecessarily burdened. (…) The ring road system does not function or hardly functions for the eastern part of the city (within the ring road). This is caused by the lack of direct connections with the eastern ring road, which is located too far. As a result, the route Petrus Campersingel - Kapteynlaan - Sumatralaan is relatively heavily burdened.249

If "through traffic" is defined so narrowly as in the above, it might indeed hardly exist. On the other hand, although residents were anxious about an huge increase in car traffic from the region, starting point 2, that is, whether traffic from the region is currently accommodated on the approach routes, is not mentioned in the above explanation. Moreover, the B&W concedes that starting point 5 is not met at least in the eastern part of the city. Nevertheless, the B&W concludes that "there is no or hardly improper use"250 in the road structure.

After denying the necessity for taking measures against through traffic in this way, the B&W furthermore argues that such measures have an harmful effect on the management of traffic. Although the starting points are met under the existing circumstances, "There is still a problem of a heavy traffic load in this main road structure". Concerning the causes for this problem, the B&W particularly calls attention to the "relatively coarse main road structure in combination with the car limited areas"251, and, as an example, refers to the closure of Noorderplantsoen:
As a result of taking the route through Noorderplantsoen (Leliesingel/ Kruissingel) out of the structure, the ring roads have on one hand taken over a part (about 45 %) of the through traffic function of this route. On the other, some surrounding main routes have been heavier burdened. This is particularly related to the routes Boteringestraat/ Spilsluizen - Noorderhaven, Prinsesseweg - Wilhelminakade and the route via Petrus Campersingel. In addition, it has to be noted that the closure of Noorderplantsoen has not demonstrably led to a shift from cars to bicycles and public transport. On balance, the same number of cars has kept on running, which however has yielded more kilometres in total.252

Concerning the effects of the closure of Noorderplantsoen, the Hofstra Verkeersadviseurs had investigated its effects on traffic or surrounding shopping streets several times by commission from the municipality, and published its final report in June 1996. According to this, first, the amount of car traffic that the ring roads had succeeded from Leliesingel and Kruissingel was not "about 45 %" but "about 55%". Among those "heavier burdened" roads in the above, Nieuwe Boteringestraat had experienced an increase of just 1.0 % in car traffic before and after the closure, from March 1993 to March 1994. Although the report did not include the data of Petrus Campersingel itself, S.S. Rosensteinlaan, which is the continuous extension of Petrus Campersingel, had seen rather a decrease of 9.8 %. Regarding Noorderhaven and Prinsesseweg-Wilhelminakade, the report concluded that an increase in traffic on these routes was not credited to the shift of through traffic as a result of the closure. Moreover, concerning the remark after "In addition" in the above, it is naturally impossible that, just through closing Noorderplantsoen, the choice of traffic modes by citizens as a whole had "demonstrably" changed or that the total amount of car traffic had decreased. In terms of concentrating car traffic on the "relatively coarse main road structure", the closure of this park was almost the only case in Groningen that had been realised since the VCP, despite the strong opposition from the business community. If similar measures were taken more widely, it could lead to a change in the choice of traffic modes or a decrease in car traffic. As typified in the demand to apply the VCP also to the surrounding neighbourhoods, many citizens seem to have hoped for such a direction. However, after deliberately stressing the negative aspects of the closure of Noorderplantsoen, the B&W generalises this case as follows:
The result of the choice for a coarse structure and car-limited areas is:
- the use of cars for a short distance is unattractive
- more kilometres travelled by car (through detour factor)
- more cars on high-quality roads
On balance, this leads to much more intensive use of the main structure. The statistics of the past 10 years illustrate this. So, (car) traffic has grown by about 15 % from 1986 to 1994 in the inner cordon (this is broadly the area bounded by the peel, including the approach routes to the inner city), while car traffic has increased by about 35 % in the outer cordon (from and to the city). Traffic on the ring roads has grown by about 40 % during the same period.253

As mentioned earlier, almost the only realised example of the "choice for a coarse structure" was the closure of Noorderplantsoen since the VCP, while 30 km/h areas had been enforced little by little just since the 1990s. Nevertheless, the B&W argues as if such an huge increase of "15 %", "35 %" or "40 %" in car traffic of the past 10 years had been caused by these measures. Its conclusion is that "It is undesirable to make the structure coarser, because it will lead to a heavier traffic load on the remaining main routes, which are already heavily burdened". Therefore, the B&W does not take measures to ensure those starting points, and after all, in the text, just suggests that all these roads, including the neighbourhood opening roads, should carry out a through traffic function. The demand to expand the VCP is naturally rejected, on the ground that "Particularly the ring roads, which are already heavily burdened, and the access routes from and to the ring roads will be further heavily burdened"254.

After firmly denying the demand for measures against through traffic, secondly, the B&W also rejects the repeated argument that customers should be also restrained from coming to the inner city by car. Using the word "the shopping public", which it never uses in the text, the B&W articulates that they are included in "necessary traffic":
A distinction is made between necessary car traffic and unnecessary car traffic. Unnecessary car traffic consists of commuter traffic and social and recreational traffic, particularly recreational visitors to the inner city. We expressly regard the shopping public (customers with clear purposes) as necessary traffic, considering the important shopping function of the inner city, which is beyond the region. If this target group cannot park in the direct vicinity of the inner city, it will lead to a hollowing out of the shopping function of the inner city, with all its consequences.255

That is why, the B&W has totally accepted the argument put forward by the business organisations. And these customers are "guided directly toward the parking opportunities (garages) in the vicinity of the centre through a sufficient signposting and parking routing system". Therefore, the B&W first of all leaves it out of account to encourage customers to use the transferia. It also articulates that high-quality public transport is intended only for commuters:
The most important target group at which we aim to restrain automobility is commuter traffic. (…)
Concerning commuter traffic, we work on:
- an improvement in the quality of public transport




On the other hand, according to the B&W, "social and recreational car traffic", which is also regarded as unnecessary traffic, is an "increasingly growing group", and claims "separate attention"257. That is why, the B&W includes "further working out the policy related to social and recreational traffic" in the list of the modifications presented in the bill. However, "This is a group difficult to deal with; it is related to many crisscross relations, which are difficult to bundle/ steer"258, and the B&W just says that "Further investigation (origin and destination per motive) will have to show where and how this group can be influenced"259, without proposing any concrete measures in this appendix nor in the text.

That is why, the final proposal by the B&W could fuel the criticisms from the residents' and citizens' organisations rather than defuse them. Judging from the responses at the municipal council committee on April 9th, it could have been even more severely criticised at the municipal council meeting. However, the bill dated May 23rd, which was presented just before the municipal council meeting dealing with this bill, made an important modification to the end of the bill dated May 15th. The bill dated May 15th concluded its end with the following proposal:
Proposal: The municipal council decides the outlines of the traffic policy, as included in the plan 'The Accessible City Livable'.

According to this proposal, as a matter of course, the subject of the decision seems to be the plan, The Accessible City Livable, itself, which has the content that we have seen. However, the bill dated May 23rd, which was actually proposed to the municipal council on May 29th, replaced this with the following proposal:
We propose that you decide:
the following outlines of the traffic policy, as included in the plan 'The Accessible City Livable':
(a) striving for the car-free/ car-limited inner city;
(b) introducing a steering parking policy;
(c) developing an integral (city/ region) and high-quality public transport system;
(d) developing transferia on the outskirts of the city;
(e) improving the quality of the bicycle infrastructure, through developing a high-quality network of bicycle paths and good parking facilities;
(f) continuing an effort to design traffic-limited residential areas;
(g) striving for the sufficient flow of traffic on the main road network; the ring roads and the access routes to the inner city;
(h) constructing Zuidtangent (A7), as an alternative to the southern ring road.

Therefore, The Accessible City Livable itself is not the subject of the decision any more, and only the above "outlines" from (a) to (h) are actually subject to the decision. Except for (h), however, these are just too general policies for any political parties, from the Right to the Left, to oppose. Even (g) cannot be controversial, because the extent of "sufficient" can be variously understood. After modifying the bill so that the B&W could stage, at least at the moment of decision making, a scene in which almost every political party supported it, the B&W proposed it to the municipal council.

5.8	Decision
At the municipal council meeting on May 29th, concerning the plan, while the PvdA and GroenLinks argued that measures for public transport or against car traffic were insufficient, the VVD also expressed dissatisfaction. The VVD recognised in the plan "no strong proposals that really contribute toward enhancing the economic structure"260, and demanded to completely abolish the sector boundaries of the VCP or delete the existing bus lanes on the approach routes. While the GroenLinks and Student en Stad opposed including customers in necessary car traffic, the VVD refuted them as follows, unintentionally revealing the reason why the B&W attached so much importance to customers by car:
I said clearly that we just accept cars. Economic growth is accompanied by an increase in mobility (…). (…)
You have the statistics on the purchasing power, from which it is clear that people who come to the city by car have a much greater purchasing power than those who come by bicycle or public transport. This is simply a fact, and we will have to create space for it. (Hekman)

On the other hand, various political parties also cast doubt on "broad public support", which the bill boasted of:
The plan was extensively discussed, and the college is of the opinion that there is now support for it. But in the reactions (…), criticisms dominate. We are of the opinion that support is smaller than the college assumes. (I. Bulk, SP)

The open planning process 'Things May Change' has led to the dedication of many citizens and groups in the city. An evaluation was in the meantime promised. We are curious whether the participants are satisfied. Looking at the report on participation and the reaction of the college to it, however, we can imagine that there is dissatisfaction, because nearly no ideas were adopted by the college. Only the business community, particularly the GCC, and, on its track, the CDA are satisfied because the measure for Radesingel is temporarily postponed.
Objections from the environmental and traffic groups and residents of the neighbourhoods within the ring roads were not honoured. The letters from the Ministry of Waterways and Public Works and the public transport companies also express concern. The college speaks about broad support, but it can be disputed in many ways. (J.P.T. Klijnsma, GroenLinks)

To this doubt, Pieters-Stam replied that there was indeed broad public support for the "outlines" of the plan:
During the official participation at the end of the process, it is clear that responses are a certain degree of repetition, that they zoom in parts of the policy, while the process was on the contrary oriented toward the broad lines. I still believe that there is broad support for the outlines of the policy. But at the moment when attention is paid to parts, those groups that are most influenced speak out hardest. This, however, does not mean that there is no broad support for the outlines of the policy.

Although many objections were made to the plan itself, the direct subjects of the decision, that is, (a) to (h), were not so strongly criticised, except for (h). Concerning (h), that is, Zuidtangent, because the national government was in the middle of investigating the solution for a traffic jam on the southern ring road, various political parties, including the government parties, PvdA and D66, argued for waiting for the result. The alternative solutions examined in this investigation included not only Zuidtangent and the widening of the current southern ring road, but also the so-called E-scenario, which would try to reduce car traffic itself, without relying on the construction of a new infrastructure, through facilitating public transport. That is why, the B&W proposed modifying (h) as follows at this council meeting:
(h) not ruling out the construction of Zuidtangent (A7), as an alternative to the southern ring road, and at the same time giving the E-scenario in study every chance.

As a result, the only controversial issue was resolved, and the bill was approved without a division, although with a "note that the party group of the GroenLinks wants to be regarded as having voted against".








6.	The Influence of the PvdA
6.1	The PvdA Vision
In Phase 2, while the ateliers were working out scenarios, the project leadership appealed to each political party to submit its own traffic plan. In response, the party group of the PvdA, like other parties, set about drafting its proposal concerning traffic policy. In the Onze Binding of April 1996, the party group announced that discussion within it had started, adding that, "at the same time, we want to decide our position with people inside and outside the party". On the other hand, at the VROV meeting on April 9th, 1996, participants voiced concerns about the relationship between the VROV and the party group, such as "The party group has too little responded to the visions of the working group" and "The communication between the working group on one hand and the wethouder and party group on the other leaves room for improvement"261. As an attempt to deal with such concerns, the meeting agreed to establish a "sub-working group" within the VROV, which was to examine the redevelopment of the northern side of Grote Markt. As mentioned earlier, this redevelopment project entailed the construction of a parking garage under Grote Markt.

Subsequently, however, the party group and wethouders rather tried to restrain discussion within the party. At the general member meeting on May 9th, this traffic policy, which would be proposed by the party group, came up for discussion. Councillor M. Winter invited the participating 52 party members to put forward ideas, saying that "the party group now wants to be fed by and listen to opinions of the members". However, party members D. Bosscher and H. de Hamer cast doubt on the meaning itself of this discussion, because "various things were decided a long time ago, for example, the construction of the parking garages close to the inner city", and as a result "there remains little choice any more concerning the traffic policy". Although, in fact, the ateliers in progress were examining the necessity for these garages, the party group (councillors Winter, M. de Reuver and wethouder of finance T. Bruinsma) rather narrowed discussion, saying as follows:
The parking garages that are now constructed are solutions for the current problems. We must discuss the problems and solutions in the future.262

On the other hand, the sub-working group of the VROV had not been able to acquire information related to the redevelopment from PvdA wethouder of urban planning Smink, despite its repeated request. After the above general member meeting, the traffic policy, including the parking garage under Grote Markt, had been discussed neither at the general member meeting nor at the VROV, until the party group prepared its traffic policy, which was reported by the Nieuwsblad dated November 1st, 1996, with the headline "PvdA: Not 'no' against garage under Grote Markt".

This policy, PvdA Vision on the Future Traffic Policy in Groningen263, emphasises the necessity for dramatically improving public transport, like the First Move, which the B&W published just before. It argues for "making a clear choice for a dramatic improvement in the quality of public transport", and, more concretely, suggests that "It must be possible to have a direct connection from the important places in the surrounding centres with the centre of the city", particularly asking for a "rail system (light-rail)". However, judging from the following statements, the Vision seems to provide "public transport competitive in quality" only for commuters, while accepting customers' coming to the inner city by car, like the First Move:
Accessibility by car is particularly relevant for economically necessary traffic (…). (…)
A growth in automobility must be restrained in the inner city, and particularly this is the case with commuter traffic by car.

In fact, it supports the five parking garages, saying that "The policy must aim at sufficient parking garages in the vicinity of Diepenring", and also leaves the door open for the parking garage under Grote Markt, saying as follows:
In judging whether parking under Grote Mark is possible and desirable, we will focus on the following matters:
- the possibilities that planning for Grote Markt offers
- the load of car traffic on Diepenring
- accessibility of traffic via Diepenring and via the parking garages

Moreover, it expresses support for Zuidtangent, because "The quickened construction of Zuidtangent is necessary, if we want to achieve the objectives of South-East in terms of economy and employment". That is why, the PvdA Vision as a whole substantially confirms the First Move.

At the general member meeting on November 12th, councillor Winter presented this policy. In response, de Hamer, who promoted the VCP in the 1970s as councillor, criticised it for lacking in measures for the existing busses. "The story by the party group is related to matters far in the future", and "This is escapist", he said. However, the party group rather consciously did not deal with the existing busses, because "at issue is exactly the future. It is a business of the GBV what now should be done with public transport", replied Winter. Party members also expressed a doubt about the feasibility of the light-rail system and concern about Zuidtangent. Concerning the latter, Smink stressed its necessity, saying that "we must try to put Zuidtangent on the plan map, particularly also in order to open the industrial area". On the other hand, the meeting devoted a separate discussion to the redevelopment of the northern side of Grote Markt. Although party members brought forward one after another doubts particularly about the necessity for the underground garage, Smink defended it repeatedly:
It is difficult to reconstruct the V&D without constructing a parking garage. (…) The future of the department store depends on the parking capacity (a more parking capacity yields more profits).264

6.2	Censorship
In February 1997, the sub-working group finally obtained two reports about the redevelopment of Grote Markt, which had been made in June and August of the previous year respectively. Based on them, it wrote an article titled "Notes with regard to Grote Markt", which was published in the Onze Binding of April. In this article, the sub-working group raises not only doubts about the redevelopment itself, but also many concerns about the underground garage, such as the possibility of worsening congestion on Diepenring. In addition, it argues that this garage conflicts with the election program of the PvdA. The Election Program for the Municipality of Groningen 1994 - 1998 professed that "Parking facilities must not come within Diepenring". However, this article was too late to influence The Accessible City Livable, which was proposed to the municipal council in May.

That is why, in relation to the Things May Change, the party group and wethouders stood as a wall before party members rather than advocating them. As a result, party members of the PvdA could hardly influence the final product.














Figure 18:   The dissolution of the VROV





After the Things May Change had been concluded with the approval of (the outlines of) the Accessible City Livable by the municipal council, the national government (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management) published a report on this process, Support for Traffic Policy267, in July 1998 so that other municipalities could learn from this case "how a municipality can secure support for new (traffic) policy, through making this policy via an open planning process"268. This report, which was written mainly based on the interviews with Pieters-Stam or the project leadership, highly appreciates the Things May Change. It concludes that "a great number of residents and representatives of interest groups made an important substantial contribution", and that, "thanks to the open planning process, remarkably broad public support has emerged"269. In evidence of this broad support, it refers to the responses from citizens during the official participation. During this period, "it were particularly the neighbourhoods directly around the inner city that still expressed protests", and "For the rest, the plan can clearly count on wide agreement among the public". It particularly stresses, as the achievement of the open planning process, the fact that only a small number of written opinions were submitted.
During the formal participation procedure, it was clear that the investment in the open planning process was already reimbursed. The reactions were remarkably smaller in number than to the previous plans.270

It also refers to the municipal council meeting that dealt with the plan, where a "good and workable proposal" "secured broad agreement"271. However, this is just because the actual subject of decision was not the plan itself, but a very general policy.

On the other hand, the number of written opinions was indeed small, in comparison with the past traffic plans, and moreover, through the whole planning process, this plan was not so controversial as the past traffic plans. However, this was by no means thanks to the open planning process. First of all, the reason why the traffic plans had been so controversial in Groningen since the VCP was not that the citizens as a whole had opposed the whole municipal traffic policy. Fierce controversies since the VCP had been always aroused because the business people, among others shopkeepers, had strongly opposed measures that would make motorists inconvenient. Concerning the referendum over the closure of Noorderplantsoen, which the B&W mentioned as the direct reason for the Things May Change, it was rather a strained interpretation by the business community that "The discussion around Noorderplantsoen revealed that many of those voting against had criticism of the whole traffic policy of the municipality"272. The result of this referendum just revealed the defect of the referendum as a measure to integrate public opinion. In fact, the traffic planning for the northern part of the city, which included the closure of Noorderplantsoen, was amply open particularly for the business organisations, and therefore the business organisations themselves praised at least the process. That is why, essential for them is not the process but the content of the plan, and as long as the plan includes measures against motorists, they oppose it to the end.

The Things May Change ought to have intended to bring about a change in such an attitude, or a similarly "stubborn" attitude by the citizens' organisations, which had persistently insisted on strict measures against car traffic and an attitude by residents, who had placed first priority on their direct residential environment, without consideration for the public interest in the view of the B&W. Without presenting any concrete evidences, the above report concludes that the process had achieved one of its objectives of "fostering more understanding among the public and interest groups about the limits to the latitude in a traffic policy and about each others' standpoints". As shown in the previous chapters repeatedly, however, neither the citizens', residents' and business organisations nor political parties had essentially changed their views at all. Members of these organisations had been very familiar (or sometimes fed up) with each others' opinions through various media even before this process started, and still taken their own standpoints. Therefore, it is simply impossible that they had changed their existing standpoints just through talking to each other face-to-face several times. It is even funny that the staff of a consultant firm or a wethouder asks them to discuss in a open-minded manner, on the ground that their views have been narrow, although this is exactly what the wethouder or project leadership did.

While such a conflict of opinions had been recognised throughout the process, Phase 1 revealed that the opinions in favour of restraining car traffic were overwhelming. However, as an essential problem for an open planning process, the political executive (B&W) does not have to respect the result of participation. Because, as a result of inviting as many responses as possible, the data produced are large in number and complex, as is the case with the poll and working groups in this case. Most of citizens do not bother to go over the original results and read particular trends, even if they themselves participated. They at most glance newspaper articles reporting the results, if any. In addition, as is the case with the ateliers, proposals originating from an open planning process are made by temporary groups that planners organise at their discretion. Therefore, those proposals do not have organisations that support them subsequently. No one would complain, even if, for example, Direction 4 were not adopted at all. As a result, a situation has emerged in which the political executive can use the result of participation at will.

On the other hand, the B&W had established a channel of consultation with the business organisations, apart from the open planning process. Such an intimate relationship with the business community had been rapidly developed under wethouder Frans Hasselaar of the D66, who accepted the portfolio of traffic, which had been consistently held by the PvdA wethouders, as well as the portfolio of economy after the local election in 1990. Especially around the project Inner City Better, the chairman of the Federation 8+, "Venema and his co-executives have had frequent contact with Hasselaar particularly in recent years"273. Pieters-Stam, who had succeeded both portfolios in December 1994, had maintained such a relationship, as seen in the following article:
The GCC opts for the harmonious model. Venema and others visit the city hall with some regularity to make plans for a better inner city together with the representatives of the MKB North-Netherlands and D66 wethouder Joan Pieters-Stam. The GCC executive is generally not unsatisfied with the result of the discussion sessions at the city hall.274

One of the reasons why the business organisations did not express their opinions so much at the opportunities provided through the Things May Change was presumably that they secured another channel through which they could influence the B&W more effectively. The GOB, which alone spoke out at those opportunities, was "no discussion partner for the municipality", and had as a result "ended up in an isolation"275, it is reported.

In addition, the discussion within the PvdA, which had played a decisive role in closing Noorderplantsoen, was this time completely curbed by its party group and wethouders.

As a result, the B&W made a plan that so one-sidedly took into account the opinions of the business organisations, not only avoiding measures against car traffic but also extending open arms of welcome to customers coming by car. As a matter of course, the business organisations welcomed this plan, and because they did not oppose, this plan was not so controversial as the past traffic plans, and not so many written opinions were submitted. In addition, the result of participation was substantially hardly used, and the result of participation or just the fact that the open planning process was followed was used only to justify or embroider the plan. The above report also repeatedly insists that broad public support had emerged "thanks to" the open planning process, without concretely telling at all what kind of the result of participation was integrated into the plan and how.

That is why, "broad public support" had been by no means obtained. Raising objections to the plan were not only "the neighbourhoods directly around the inner city" but also residents along Rodeweg and Zuidtangent and citizens' organisations. Even if "For the rest" there was support, it could not mean that there was "broad public support". Moreover, actually expressing support were only the business organisations. Strangely, as long as the citizens' views are concerned, the report quotes only the representative of the KvK, who says that "everyone agrees with the outline of the traffic policy", speaking for "everyone"276. In addition, the report describes as the "by-products" the fact that the residents' organisations around the inner city established the Platform, and argues as if this were the achievement of the process, saying that "the degree of organisation has increased in the city"277. However, they organised the Platform, not because the process was open, but because they had objections to the plan and wanted to change it fundamentally. Their action had been used precisely as "the democratic sauce", as they feared.

To the views that there were many objections to the plan, Pieters-Stam had replied that there were broad support for the "outlines" of the plan. While telling nothing about what these "outlines" meant, she used the words "a segmented traffic policy" to represent the achievement of the process in terms of the content of the plan:
The segmented approach to the traffic problem (various solutions for various parts of the city for various target groups) would not have emerged so quickly from a more traditional planning process, according to her. "Very simply speaking: traffic engineers were earlier inclined to think from one perspective."278

However, is there an "unsegmented traffic plan" at all, which includes only measures for cars and allows motorists to run throughout the city at their will? Even the so-called plan Goudappel, a traffic plan proposed by the traffic engineer H.M. Goudappel for Groningen in the 1960s, provided a pedestrian zone, "city garden", in the centre of the inner city. A "segmented traffic policy" in the above sense is too natural to be worth such a particular name. If this was her "outlines", it was needless to say that no one had objections to them.

As one of the reasons why this process can be regarded as successful, the report mentions a questionnaire, which was sent to participants after the process. According to its result, "A majority of the participants indicated to be generally satisfied with the design of the process, the way in which the contribution of the participants was dealt with and the quality of the information" and particularly two thirds of the "most active participants" expressed their willingness to again participate in the similar processes, if organised in the future. Indeed, as long as each event of participation is concerned, it must have been a pleasant and stimulating experience for participants, whose opinions were seriously listened to by experts, and, especially in the ateliers, whose ideas were translated into beautiful plan maps, which were widely presented. However, this is one thing, and it is another how they judged the final proposal by the B&W. The questionnaire also revealed that "Particularly the first two phases were appreciated"279, and Seip and Van Vliet (1998) point out that "the interests of participants decreased"280 later in the process. Therefore, there is a possibility that many of the participants did not even check the final product. Representatives of the residents' and citizens' organisations, who participated in the process and did check it, raised objections to the plan.

On the other hand, apart from whether or not there was support, purely seen as a traffic plan, the plan included many serious problems. For example, it regarded all types of roads, including the neighbourhood opening roads, as the "main routes", or located the public transport axes and main bicycle routes completely ignoring the current situation. Such elementary defects could be, at least partly, credited to the fact that the Department of Urban Planning and Economic Affairs was not deeply involved in this process. "The project organisation surely secured all the latitude at the beginning, and the department (…) in the meantime heard only little about what happened"281, and, according to the director of the department, N. Verdonk, "The ingredients were there, but we have baked a cake from them"282 in the last phase. If the staff of this department, who were engaged in drafting The City of Tomorrow, had also been continuously involved in this process, such unrealistic scenarios, with an increase or decrease of 10 % in car traffic, could not have been presented. However, such an exclusion of the department from the process was intentionally chosen by an open planning process, which puts emphasis on "independence" of the process. 
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